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Mrs. Charles W. Hopkins and daughter.
Dr. Louise H. Meeker, pathologist for the
Post Graduate School and Hospital, New
York, returned to White'Plainn on Friday.
They were accompanied by Mrs. George
E. Packard of

Albany.
of Ralph Sargent of Lakewood, died Saturday at the home of James
Lymbnrner, Ellsworth Falls, after a
abort illness of pneumonia. He was sixShirley,

Days.

Wbat—10.30 a m; 5.80 p m.
East—8.10 am; 8.85 p m.
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Many
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on

the old time.

attendants,

Ellsworth next Sunservices

will

Most people in Ellsan

hour

retiring Sunday evening, and
begiu the. working week Monday
morning on the new time.
before

will

The Thursday club will meet this week
with Mrs. George 8. Foster.

Means more than ever this year to everyone.
Never was the Easter
long, cold winter.
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of renewed life

mo-olcome

after the
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as

Miss Ella

Houlton,

M. Jude, who is teaching at

is at home for
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some
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one
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recess.

at

home from

the Easter

vaca-

here that .Mr.
soldiers’

I

and

Perry

Bowden and

wife, who have spent
the past few weeks at Hallowell arrived
home Monday.
There will be a juvenile dancing party
Columbus

from 4

to

hall

Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith

Mrs.

the

are

it is

national

Monday,

record
ular

in

order

that

be made of them

may

meeting of the board

Canadian

oversea

at the regof aldermen

Mr. Nash who

Detroit, Mich.,

January.

service with the

enlisted

was
in

employed

the

summer

Windsor, Ont.and went across
He

was

taken ill

and a'ter several weeks in

a

in

hospital there,

home, and has been in

invalided

in

England,

receiving
a

sou,

able discharge from the service soon. He
expects to spend several months in Ellsworth.

Leave for

quite

evident tint

Ellsworth
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cooking
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housekeeping

organized,

of formation.

and a

At
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clubs

third is in

recent

have

process

joint meeting

Men

County

to

men

will leave

the

forenoon

on

The

men

called

Guy Pervear, Northeast Harbor.
Warren
Mark L.
James

Trask, Ellsworth.
Harris, Bar Harbor.

Haskell, Deer Isle.

The

Edmund J. Sullivan, Bar Harbor.
William V.
Walter M.

Pinkhain, Slonington.
Pierson, Bangor.

Moran, Bar Harbor.
Hodgkins, Eden.
Brown, Eagle Island

Young, Bar Harbor.

Albert K.
Frank

Barbour, Deer Isle.

H. Treworgy, Surry.

fourteen names in this list,
Frank
being called as a substitute.
H. Treworgy has been added to the list as
announced last week, in place of Harold
C. Howard of Deer Isle, who has enlisted.
There

are

KALES.

Loweree

is

here

from

guest of A. W. Ellis and wife.
sewing

ladies’

afternoon

circle

with

will

Mrs.

meet

Abbie

C.

llaulam.

George E. Gray and Harvard Gray spent
week at Mr. Gray’s camp at Beech
Hill lake fishing.
Leonard R. Jordan went to New York
last week to join Mrs. Jordan for a visit
last

with relatives.

John A. Scott and family of Corinna
visiting Mrs. Scott’s parents, George

are

E. Davis and wife.

John J. Whitney, Ebeu W hitcomb and
Robert Haynes are home from Bowdoin
college for the Easter recess.
Andrew' A.

Burton L.

David

Frances
the

Thursday

Gillis, Bluehill.

Levi B. T.

Everard

Miss

Orono,

Camp Friday.

Hancock county

Thirteen

Frank C.

want to put their city on the map before
the close of the club beasou. Already two
been

Margaret E. Lord, who has spent

Hancock

Thirteen

an

army hospital at London, Out., several
months, lie expects to receive an honor-

ELLSWORTH

THE ARMY DRAFT.

official

forces,is visiting his mother Mrs.

E.Q. Nash.

Ellsworth

i

Monday evening, and the stars added to Ellsworth next Friday
the service flag.
train for Camp Devens.
Byron E. Nash, who enlisted in an engi- are:
neer’s battalion for

Insurance

Phono 14

list given at the dedication of
the city service flag, are
requested to
notify the mayor by letter on or before
next
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Fire
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birth of

O.

death

afternoon

6 o’clock.

congratulations on
born this morning.

of his

All persons knowing of Ellsworth men
in the service whose names were omitted
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tion.

Augusta, snd
Dyer died
home at Togus.

from

came

of 1916 at

Miss Hannah F. Malone is

Announcement

morrow.

day.

at

show which

given at Hancock ball Friday
evening, April 19, by ladies of the Red
Cross, promises “the most fun ever.” The
circle will be composed entirely of ladies,
be

in

her school in Orono for

Say It With pwers

q/'Ellsworth.Maeve

were

mittee of

Koyal, who has spent her
vacation in Pittsfield, arrived home Mon-

to

Telephone

week's

Miss Martha

,,REE l
More than ever before you will wisli to send E/'H
so w ‘Press your thoughts
your friend.; and in no way can you

forty-five

About

the owner of the American house property here.
Word was received in EllswortL to-day

worth will set their clocks ahead

EASTER

Cross.

hour for the change of time
of the death on Monday
of Bradford
daylight-saving time is underDyer, formerly of Ellsworth. The body
be Suuday, March 31, at 2 a. m.
will be brought here for interment to-

To avoid confusion of church

just

Union'Diust Company!:

Higgins

Maine, died at bis home In Bangor Monday, aged seventy-six years. He
was well known in Ellswortb, and was

people of Ellsworth will be up
at that hour to set their clocks ahead.

be
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new
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Very

us.
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|Tbe official
o
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John Cassidy, long prominent in busi-
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midnight.J

Temperature
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from

at

caring for the business you entrust to us—and furnishing a banking service
that is complete and satisfactory in every detail.

and each guest donated
present,
26
The party was arranged by a com-

KLLSVV OKTH.

March 20, 1918.
From observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., In Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

n«u

army
bonus of

IN

Bank is devoted to

Ellsworth high

report from American Minister Morris in
Sweden.

at postofficb

Mrs.

Coming Home April 1.

The time and energy of the entire force of this

member of the

Official confirmation of the report that

m; 4.14 p m.
C.22 p m.

closb

son

Maj. Henry C. Emery, taken prisoner by
the Germans, had been sent to Dantzig,
Germany, was received by the state department at Washington yesterday, in a

■ m;

No. 13.
'abbrrtisniunta.

school.

MAILS BHCIIIVBD.

1918.

Wescott, F. L. Mason, W. E. Whiting,
M. Y. McGown, H. W. Haynes. Alternates— J. H. Bresnahan, W. H. Patten,
R. E. Mason, O. W. Tapley, R. B. Holmes,
F. C. Burrill, L. H. Cushman.

effect, Jan. 20, 1918.

From Wr,t—e.41
From E»»t— 11.10

afternoon, march 27,

teen years of age, and a
sophomore class of the

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
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Oon't forget your Income Tax Return must be made by

April

Doyle

Alley
£
circulation,

of battle, no quarter is asked—and none is
given. It is always essential to be prepared.
Are you preparing for the emergencies that
to

notice

A

Burri.l National bank—statement.
Union Trust Co-Bank book lost
Mrs HA Uobinson—Help wanted
Notice of Foreclosure Jennie P Doyle
Second-hand furnitnre
{
Royal Storage batteries repaired
Statement of the ownership, management
etc., of the Ellsworth American
Notice
Appointment of executors, ad
intnistrators, guardians of adults and con

In The Front Lino Trenches

are sure

American.

€lbttwtlj

Webber

a

and

wife

are

re-

hirth

of

boy, born last Saturday.
Warren Jordan and wife of Brewer

are

ceiving congratulations

on

the

speLding the week with Mrs. Jordan’s
parents, Charles Lynch and wife.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Christopher Moody

of

one

Monroe, who have been visiting Mr. and
clubs, which are led by Mrs. StratMrs. A. W. Ellis, have returned home.
South, has returned home.
ton and Mrs. Worden, the following offiHath room and Oatmeals
Henry W. Bresnahan has gone to Banprices
except
club—
cers
were
chosen:
Mrs.
Stratton’s
Mrs.
Hammond
and
Mrs.
chan
Julia
«
v.
small
At usual
th
Emily
ry
gor, where he has employment in a mill.
Milliken of Somerville, Mass., are visiting Margaret Moore, president; Helen CampIN ORDER FOR CALL.
which are less than last year.
Thomas W. Gnndell, who is employed
their father, ■s. O. Hardison.
bell, vice-president; Matty Royal, secreThe men next in line for call according there, spent Sunday here with his family.
Mrs.
Worden’s
club
treasurer.
tary
The woman’s relief corps has moved
to order number and final classification
Helen Aus- I
se-,CE flags
into the rooms over Holz’ bakery where Dorothy Crabtree, president;
I are as follows:
COMING KVKNfb.
Pauline
secvice
Austin,
tin,
president;
thin cotton stars, buf bright
blue, thick, future meetings will be held.
°
Louis A Ender, Bar Harbor.
237
ktr
At low prices. Not the fc|'h
retary; Helen Johnson, treasurer. Other
Dr. Edward H. Baker aud wife, who
Monday evening, April 1, at Hancock
l’ut one
others before you buy one.
390 Charles M Weseott, Bar Harbor.
girls desiring to join should get in touch
felt stars. Compare this „..y«ith
have speut the winter at Allentown, Pa.,
quf
hall—Ball of Senator Hale hose company.
457 Arthur G Blaisdell, Bucksport.
with either of the local leaders. The next
are expected home the last of this week.
out for your tioy ‘‘Over
498
Winfield C Hodgkins, Bar Harbor.
Friday, April 5, at Paul Revere ball
lesson will be devoted to cooking demonFred Davis, who for the past week has strations by the girls, short business
Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, in520 Samuel D Norris, Bucksport.
been visiting E. E. Rowe and wife, left to565 Douglass McMillan, West Sullivan. cluding war tax, 55 cents, may be obtained
meeting and discussion of recipes.
j
of the following members of the commitday for his home in South Hamilton,
591
John F Hodgkins, Center.
ini sxeex
Indications are that Hancock county
tee:
Erastus F. Redman, president, 82
Mass.
813 Percy W Richardson. Winter Har.
Red Cross chapter will again go “over the
Brent street, Dorchester; iMiss
Marion
F Gilley. Southwest Harbor.
627
There will be a private installation of
Harvey
Bartlett, vice-president, 27 Everett street,
top” in the clothing collection for the
F
Bucksport.
668
Bridges,
Miss
Ella
F.
officers of Blanquefort commandery next
secreEugene
Jordan,
Cambridge;
Belgians. Goods are coming in from the
tary, 204 Heimnenway street, Boston;
898 George A Bowden. Castine.
Monday evening. A large attendance is brunches and auxiliaries in good qunntity,
Stetson Foster,
6 Hamilton
treasurer,
778 Morris L Emerson, Stonington.
desired.
1807and the Davis
carriage repository on
place, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Lyman L.
William Martin, jr. Swan’s Island.
832
There will be an Easter concert at the Franklin street, where they are being reLord, 704 Commonwealth avenue, boston;
A Sowle, Ellsworth.
Mrs. Robert S. Leighton, 100 Winslow
835
Wesley
Methodist church next Sunday morning. ceived, begins
a
storeto look like
street, Everett; Mrs. Fred H. Kendrick,
864
Frank J Dunleavy, Ellsworth.
Kev. J. VV. Tickle will preach in the hoube. Frank 8$. Call, who ie on du;y
20 Wellington street, Boston; Mrs. Helen
Omar Carr, Lakewood.
of t,lis and fon‘i‘fD C0U,‘trie8
871
M. Tripp, 512 Main street, Concord Juncevening.
there, says Ellsworth will undoubtRepresenting some of
885 Clarence L Kelley, McKinley.
tion; Franklin 1. Jordan, 32 Eudicott
some
allotment
of
reach its
of
Charles
L.
Smith
cut
edly
nrr.ife.
Bayside
Capt.
Newtou
Sabine Candage, South Bluehill.
street,
887
Highlands; Howard H..
off the third and little Huger of his left 1,500 pounds.
Shipments have already
| Adams, 44 Whitfield road, West Somer897 Merrill S White, East Sullivan.
been received from Brooklin, Castine,
Walter L. Smith, 337 Warren street,
hand at the second joint yesterday, on a
ville;
j
913 Christopher W Lawler, Southwest
I Roxbury: Charles F. Jordan, 100 Winslow
Franklin, Gouldsboro, Hancock, Lamoine,
sawing machine.
it
Harbor.
street, Everett; Oliver L. Anderson, &
Small but well
Islesford and Somesville. BucksTrenton,
Chatham street, Cambridge.
Harry Peterson, after a week at home,
|
915 Fulton E Hart, Stonington.
Orland and Verona will ship direct
port,
left last evening for New York to enter from
919 Joseph M Higgins, Bar Harbor.
Friday evening, April 19, at Hancock
Bucksport; Deer Isle and Stoningtoo
service in the merchant marine. He holds direct from Stonington;
Repairin'"
Bar
Harbor, 930 David H O’Neill, Bar Harbor.
ball—Camouflage minstrels by ladies ot
Southwest
Harbor
Nortbesat Harbor,
a mate’s license.
DAVl'*
933 William J Morey, Castine.
the Red Cross, followed by dancing. Tick"» !
and
Cranberry Isles direct from Bar
Main Stre
C. H. Merriam has purchased of Mrs.
939 Richard K Carpenter, Southwest ets, 35 cents; gallery seats, 15 cents extra.
Harbor.
Arthur Joy of Bangor, the Martha JelHarbor.
K. of I*. Service Flag.
lison place on Hancock street, and will
941
Harlan P. Long, East Bluehill.
The mail-order house is advertising
The service flag of Donaqua lodge, K. of
944 Mondell V. Kemp, Waltham.
occupy it, after some repairs are made.
for your business.
What are you going
dedicated at Castle hall
948
ThomaB A. Merchant, Hancock.
Governor Milliken on Saturday an- P., was formally
to do about it f
ndefinil
Brooksville.
Members
of
North
the
P.
last
Charles
evening.
950
Wednesday
Dodge,
nounced the appointment of Wiley C.
and their wives were present, as well 1954 Isaac Perlinsky, Bar Harbor.
tonary of Bucksport as special appeal lodge
the minstrel
as those who took part in
Wm E Hutchinson, Stonington.
957
agent for the draft exemption board ol
SUbertinuunts.
show recently given for the benefit of the
965 Melvin C Robertson, Bluehill.
Hancock oounty.
970 Benjamin Begee, Indian Point.
lodge. The program follows:
The many friends of Herbert Salisbury,
996 Earl B Gott, West Penobscot.
who recently underwent an operation for Presentation of colors.Guards
Horace K Duflee, Bluehill.
997
Star Spangled Banner.Audience
at
the
Eastern
Maine
general
appendicitis
Bong.Earl Palvey
The case of two or three men whose
at
and Shrub
to
hear
are
hospital
Bangor,
pleased
Robing of officer*
order numbers would include them in
that he is improving.
Address of Welcome.Rev. J. W. Tickle
FOR SALE
this list nave not been acted upon by the
The woman’s club met yesterday after- Song.Merle Scott
Demand the Skill of Exboard. If deferred classification
R. B.Mathew* district
Miss
Caroline
noon with Mrs. George 8. Foster.
Rev. Dedication address.Rev.
be
innot granted, their names will
.Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Crabtree is
perts, Trained Specialists
Ellsworth,
Mains
K. B. Mathews gave an interesting talk Bong
serted in this list in their order number.
Disrobing of officers
Who Know How to Coron Russia.
The next meeting will be
While the exemption board has reRefreshments
with Mrs. J. T. Giles April 9.
rect Them.
ceived no official Information to that efSocial slug
now be called
At a republican municipal caucus last
The members of the lodge for whose fect, it is believed men will
Thursday afternoon, the following dele- names the stars appear on the service flag in small squads and at frequent intervals.
DW. H. BAKER, Eyesight Specialist gates and alternates to .the republican are:
tor special
Tested Free
Ralph E. Cunningham, Thurston Jf calls come for men wanted
State convention to be held at Portland Conary, Henry H. Dodge, Earl Falvey,
duty because of occupation, the board
66 Oak St., Ellsworth, Me.
P.
A.
were
elected: Delegates— Roy O. Haines, Harold L. Hooper, Colie may select them from men in order for
to-morrow,
63 State 8t., next Court House, Ellsworth
pr. 1 to Oct. t.
call but further down the list.
A. C. Hagerthy, T. F. Mahoney, H. F. Jordan and C. J. Merrill.
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The Rose of
Vishti
By ALVAH JORDAN GARTH

KI>1TKI> HIT "AUHT

[t» Motto:

NOW RAISES
690 CHICKENS

uwi”.

"Helpful eind Hopeful."

The purpose® of this column nre succlnc y
elated In the title and motto —It Is for the mut ^ 1
oe tie lit, and alms to «»e helpful and hopeful
Itelng for the common good, tt 1* for the common use a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange ot Ideas, in this capacity It solicit*

|

(Copyright, 1817. Western Newspaper Union.)

old gossip.
But never

the community with the advent of Alan Tresham rnd his sister.
Marvelous stories were told of the
unique oriental furnishings of the new
home. Marion Deane was the first to
be invited as a visitor. The Deanes
lived next door to the beautiful old
came

be a blessed thing.
For then we could step-from wiuter
to the arms of apring.

to

Marion was hanging out
strips of lace and ribbon to dry
near the dividing wall, when a sweet
voice hailed her and a sweet face
ami led over at her.
“Could you come over for a little
chat and bring a basket with you,
please?" suggested Eunice Woods, and
went on to explain that the strawberries were rotting away and were too
delicious to thus neglect.
Marion was started for home with a
four-quart basket filled to the brim
with the luscious fruit and an invitation to come over again later in the
day. It was then that she met Alan
It was then, too. that he
Tresham.
took hcT through the downstairs rooms
of the house, showing her the curiosities in the cabinets, the collections of
rarities and curiosities which his uncle
had acquired.
mansion.

chosen friend of brother and sister.
The newcomers encouraged local trade
generously and programs were outlined
for various fetes at the grand old
place, to which everybody was Invited.
Then one day the whole town was
startled by the report that burglars
had made a raid on the mansion. During the temporary absence of its inmates every cabinet had been ransacked.
"But not a single article taken away,”
Alan explained to Marlon. “See. even
this basket fillet! with precious stones
has not one missing."
“I have discovered sometfiing." at
that moment reported old Singh, and
he handed to his young master an oblong piece composed of bamboo fiber
and rice paper. Across its face were
a number of hieroglyphics.
“What does this signify?" inquired
Alan.
“It Is a warning."
“From whom?”
“From some emissary of a secret order of the hill tribes of the upper

Ganges.”
“But why should I be warned?”

ha...

v

«

lettable Compound

_

the editor, but
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Temple.
Hanna and wife of
Aahvllle
gueeta of the E. W. Bridges on

“poverty grange”,

It

was
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dance at

Fox’s ball March 18
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the recent content.

«as

mother

W. Jordan left

thirty-six

been with ber

were

111.

“Tommy
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grandmother,

who
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Alan Tresham was frantically scouring the country until he came upon
Marlon returning from her strange adShe told him her story. In
venture.
retne-- he told her one—love's own
sweet story, never old, always the acme
of life's fondest romance.

Magazine and Hook Notes.
the

monthly

circulation

of Farm and

magazine of
published at

Fireside,

national

farm

Springfield, O.,

keep peace.
Friday, March 10 is cold aud snowy.

has

can

of his experiences as a German war prisoner; “How Canada Met Her Labor Short-

We
out. There has been
little
go
that
children
could
not
weather
the
out
go
j

SHE WAS IN BED TWO MONTHS
Women
Buffering backache, rheumatic
sore muscles, stiff Joints or any symptom of kidney trouble should read this letter
from Mrs 8. C. Small,Clayton. N. M.: "I had
been under the doctor's care all summer and
in bed two months, but kept getting worse
In January I got so bad I told them something
bad to be done or I couldn’t live.
We noticed
an advertisement for Foley Kidney Pills and
sent for some.
They have done me more
good than all other medicine.’’—Moore’s Drug
Store.

pains,

CASTORIA
Par Infants

mn^

Children

In Uss For Over 30 Years
Always

tears

of

some

month.

not

fine

articles

and

stories

this

Private Kossiter continues to tell

age;” “Farming With Less Help;” and
) “Good Taste in Graperies” are helpful and
inspiring. “The confessions of a Timber
ttuyer” is the story of a timberman that
will

interest ail readers.
almost a young mam again

!
1

NORTH CASTINE.
apt. and Mrs. J. E. Blodgett
in Surry and Ellsworth.

Mary J. Leach

It8»

ence

of several

is at

visit-

are

home, after

breaking

an

months.

Everett Leach la with her daughFrank Deverenx, In Penobecot.
arriet Dunbar is in Bangor and Orono

•cross

cently, returning

Webster has enliated in the service
station in

has been

a-itb

weeks, bnt iHer
March

very

now

•"BROOK.
Miss Muriel lii.
18

~

visiting at George
•

J.Hrie

Mra.

When a mau awakes in the morning with
back so 9tiff he can hardly stoop over, with
■hooting twinges in sides and groias, dark
and puffed pouches under eyes
when his
movements seem slowed up and he lacks vim
and euergy—instead of saying, “I’m
getting
old,” he should be on guard against kidney
trouble. E. R. Whitehurst, R. F. D. j, Norfolk, Va., writes: “I had been suffering for
more than a year, but siuce taking
Foley Kidney Pills 1 feel aimost a young mau again.”
—Moore’s Drug Store.

True Affection.
A youngster, fond of
visiting museums and very affectionate, startled
his mother by remarking if she died
he would stuff her so that he could alt
In her lap all the time.

t,T„

ten.

,

.■*-

pound daughter, bo. mornin){
Sylvester Bunker ai -fold
Kingman
...
moved out of t he wood;
.,

WO

weeit

Jellieon, who L—_
,,
in Ellsworth, is visiting L
ne r,
Mrs. Edwin Bartlett, wt
Franklin all winter, is vial.
J1'”
Helen

The mailorder house is advertising
for your business.
What are you going
t to do about itf

II.

.1-

fears

Mattie

of

'v

Dyer

■

a.

Fred
..

Joy,!

who has

l*een

ill

time,

,,
Saturday morning. He
neighbor, and will be greatly

died

begin

to-morrow

•a

n

:

^

on

was

in

0-i ;.•, Orion©,
r,c.
Throat, ( rarnr..-.
Sai©fT»ally—Son* in.-* Strains, Modular Rheumatism, Burns, Bruises,
A wonderful anodyne that
•tc

Rt©rnally—Courhs,

Bangor last
was

<

Soothea

business.

C. L. Garland of Bangor
days last week.

ci© of its
record ia

y*»r©

oris.

Murphy

phenomenal record of

LSMMENT

0%

March 25.

J.

a

JOHNSON’S

1

with'

lowing teachers: Mrs. Alden Dye*'
Lie
Neck; Mrs. Leroy Lowrie at the MIL
Mrs. Fred A. DeMeyer on the Bulge.,

E.

Hoofing

kind

...

the town.
Schoole

indeed

met*©as, and th»* only art
Lind that has tins j roud

Demtroys

here

Heals
Pain

Henry Salisbury, wife and daughter of
are visiting at George Johnson’s.

Brewer

Davis family of Otter lreek, wbo
apent part of the winter at Beech Hill
lake, returned borne to-day.
The

has

Irving Salisbury, who has been
ployed iu the woods at Beddiogton

em-

all

winter, is home.
W. D. Moore and wife and H. P. Grover
and

wife

attended

the

funeral

Moore’s mother, Mrs. Mercy
Ellsworth Palls Thursday.

of

Mr.

HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs.

ICOFFEE
1

Davis.

March 23.

PIKER HILL

Moore, st

Julia Keed has been quite

ill of

tonsilitia and

pleurisy.
Lucy Hail and daughter Elisa
returned from Bangor.
Mrs.

..

vdusir.’rlmf!

l'*mVd,iusi delirij*hs jy(1. of the
finest...,.j

have

T corttt

Bessie Tufta|of Ellsworth
with
sister, Mrs. Gertrude Lounder.
Edith, Marcia and Arthur Ball are home
from Bangor high school for the Easter
is

Mrs.

her

vacation.

Mias Cora Gray of Mt. Desert spent the
week-end with Lillian Smith.

Mrs. Georgia Wiggin, a former teacher
here, now teaching at Sound, was the
guest of Mrs. Nathan Smallidge a few
days last week.
Miss Adelaide Smallidge and Miss Pinkham of Seal Harbor, who have been visiting Mias Smallidge’s i| parents the past
week, returned to Seal Harbor Friday.
March 25.

O.
EGYPT.

ZUJDrniBmrntm.

with

sUmmiBnraiu*

Miss Lura Young, wbo has spent the
probed the deeps of human
possibilities, analyzed the stuff from winter in Everett, Mass., returned home
which thoughts are made, turned the Saturday.
M. K.
March 25._
searchlight of Incomparable genius on j
the records of the soul, painted Its
PRETTY MARSH.
deeds on the canvas of life, and left It
naked and ashamed.” Shakespeare
and the Bible will survive, after all
our current literature Is
forgotten._
Los Angeles Times.

f75,000,

insurance.

j

Llilea’.
Mr. and

lotal loss estimated at

Mother Uray
Sweet Powder for < hltdrrn.
For Feverishness, Bad Stomach. Teething
1 Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
ire a pleasant remedy lor Worms.
Used by
Mothers for 30 y ears. They nrrrr fail
At ail
Irusgtsls, 3tc.
Bample FREE. Address.
ttnTHKK Ob*v Co., lx-Hay. N. y.

23._

.,

a

J 118,000

Mrs. (Tara
ill several

with

afternoon.
Tramp.

Aroostook Cential institute building at
Mars Hill was burned Batnrday
morning,

wot.

t

same

HITTKKY TO CARIBOU.

Bangor.

„V»I

began in the Emerson district
tb-ck; Miss Annie Dunbar, teacher.
A»' P. Guilford is visiting his
brotlh'ugeue Guilford of South Penob-

the

March 25.

medical treatment.

recruiting

up.

Charles Orcutt and Fred Coggins walked
from here to Mt. Desert bridge re-

Mrs.

uy

c

Warren Bartlett baa renlcd the Frank
Curtis place for the season, and will build
a weir near there.

Irs.

—

I

app

rheumatism, is better.
The weir fishermen are
preparing to
build again as soon as the ice is out.
Ice-boats are still seen on Ihe
bay, and
the ice shows no signs of

speare

strong enough

issue

operation lor

tack of

appendicitis,

1

j

The March

an

Frank Grindle is home from
Burry,
where he baa been employed.
Mra. Amanda Young, who baa
an at-

larch 26.

StFarnham is
j P. Mre.
Dunhai

j

to do much hard work.
It is sad to hear of the boys being killed
in the war. The nearest I have as a soloier
is one nephew, but 1 feel 6orry for others—
for all who have to fight, who bad rather

underwent

80LTH SURRY.

Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ison Googina, left
Sunday to take her
’tar Harbor hospital for an
operation
been

present March 19.
Ethel
Recitation,
Program:
Eaton;
conundrums, George McDonald; readings, Kenneth Young, Eunice
Young;
About

|

now

taken her little

March 25.

baa been received of tbe illneaa of
Clara B. Uongins at Trenton, wbere

LAMOINB 264.

j

not

haa

pendicitis.

ew«
,1S

j

am

W. Cole

The Knights of Pythias
Anatin (files and daughter Beatrice
gave a aocial to
appropriately. First prize for the sisters Sited friends here last week.
their friends
Satorday evening. Henry
first
Bertha
was awarded to
Bmith;
prize j “•Ira.
Hamilton
was
a
committee of one to arHoward L. Jordan visited ber
for brothers, Girsrde Condon; second |
ttber, Mr*. Nancy Jordan, at Ellsworth, range the program, which constated of
prize for sisters, Grace Mason; second 8 week.
music, resdinga and recitations. MoReprize for brothers, Deforest Gray.
lasses randy and popcorn
furnished a genThe sisters at tr. and Mra. Edgar Snowman are rofreshments were served.
erous treat.
Games followed until near
wing
furnish
the
on
congratulations
tbe birth of a
the next meeting will
aupper
midnight.
to the brothers, who were victorious in aghter, born March 16.

!

spring, aud I

J.

itf ra.

_

early

Saturday.

| grandson, Ever.rd F.rrin, home in Milbridge. The httle boy haa been wiib hi,
grandmother since October, when
bis

attended.

i-lrland Haalam and
I Boston .Saturday.

a

dressed

in this way it came to be applied to all | French port. All were glad to learn of
British soldiers. 1 belonged to a borne study
his safe arrival there.
club quite a number of years ago, and the
G. 8. 8.
March 25.
>
above
is
one
of
the
1
use
all
if
allowed
learned
I
could
to.
but
it
meat,
and
of
things.
thought
spirited way.
is no use to cook things that will not be it might be interesting at thia time, as we
“They did not visit my room,” Mrs. eaten.
hear
and read ao much of the
British
Real Happiness.
Woods told Marlon. There was a chest
I consider the best way to save is to cook “Tommy*" nowadays.
If this world affords true happiness.
there holding some rare costumes be- what will be ea.en. If one
The
for
corn
recipe
oystersds oue of Bister
family won’t eat
longing to his uncle’s collection. “Oh, the hard pieces of bread made into toast, and Mary’s meat substitutes. No one deplores It Is to be found In a home where love
with years,
you must see some of them. The very persists in having it cut from a fresh loaf, this terrible world war more than I. though I and confidence increase
thing!" added the lady with anima- wbat can you do? If the family is small it is j am not with those whom I hear aay: “1 don't where the necessities of life come
tion. “We are all Invited to the fancy hard to use up all the dry bread in crumbs aee what is going to become < f the world!” I without severe strain, where luxuries
will not let depressing thoughts lodge in my
enter only after their cost has been
dress ball and you and I will select for frying, in puddings and the many ways I
that 1 could use them if allowed to. If let mind, much less give expression to them. I
We are told
carefully considered.
some unique dress for the occasion.”
alone to do as 1 think best, I will not waste prefer to hold fast to the open vision of oue
that wealth Is a test of character—few
She selected for Marion a beautiful bread, at least uo flour bread. It is hard for
W ho ever sees
of us have to submit to it. Poverty
white robe made of the flLest silk, with me to eat corn meal or oats, for they make me
The stars shiue through his cypress-trees."
is the more usual test. It Is difficult
curious patterns worked In It In pearls ill, but some like them better thau flour, so
Our village is a small oue, and 1 take pleasi to be very poor and maintain one’s
and many colored gems. It was a de- with proper management one can use all > ure in keeping in touch with all our
in
boys
self-respect.—A. Edward Newton In
lightful occasion, the function they at- kinds.
khaki. One is on the ocean now, the first of
At present we are eating nice bread made ;
the Atlantic.
tended. Alan was devoted in his servtb? Prospect Harbor boys to go overseas (Or
I with part barley, though I do not believe I
service. Where are some of the M. B. sisters
ice to Marion. She had never been so
it could keep well without some flour. Flour
who are known to “auui Busan?"
You might
happy and his sister seemed to smile aud rye bread is good, as we have it here.
take time. “Lyall," from your historical reShakespeare and the Bible.
on the budding hopes of these two lovAs to gardeus i have planted my own ior
search. to send a letter to the M. B. sisters.
Whatever his faults and limitations.
ers.
years, with very little help, but 1 fear 1 can Are both
of
“somewhere in
your boys
Dr.
Shakespeare will live forever.
not do as much this year. One
reason is
manon nao strouea into tne lanternPrance?'
—Ann Susan.
George W. Carey has said: "Shakethat Ido not expect to he at home in the

lit garden for coolness after a waltz.
Suddenly she was seized by two tawnyskinned, strange-looklng men, and a
handkerchief saturated with some pungent liquid pressed over her face. She
came back to consciousness to find herself In a lighted unfurnished room lying on a pallet of straw. As she opened
her eyes one of the men approached
her. He made a low obeisance with a
gesture of deep respect.
"The dress," he said, pointing to the
one Marion wore. “The sacred robe of
Vlshtl.
Lady, you will remove from
our people far aw'ay in India a curse,
you wilt save the peace of mind, perhaps the life of Sahib Tresham and
his sister, by giving It over to ns. It
was taken from our looted temple, a
precious relic for centuries. We traced
It here. See, here is a long cloak. We
will retire. Deliver to us the dress and
all will be well."

have

Bruce went to Ellsworth
Monday to attend a liberty loan
committee
meeting. Mr. Bruce baa charge ol
the
third liberty loan in this
vicinity.

I

WAI.THA \t.

in Although the winter ha* been so cold.
singing by the grunge.
The cats bAve been blocked, once badly. *
and sltgbtJy at other times. We often see I
day in spring.
GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA.
An’ feel like I’d cheated some one—but I the snow car.
Announcement is made of the followaorta half way s'pose
I had one letter from Seboomook, Me.
I would want lo keep the psy days, for I away up in a woods camp. The lady said ing schedule of meetings of Green Mouncould find use for those.
she had been warm
and comfortable, hut tain Pomona for the remainder of the year
1918:
the ice around our bay (Penobscot)
is
Dear hi. B. Friends:
plentiful, ice-boats and motor cars all over j John Dority, Sullivan, Apr. 27; Nicolin,
us.
Weirs have been
We can now have more space for our the bay, they tell
Ellsworth, May 18; Bayside, Ellsworth,
torn down and wharfs carried away by ice.
June 19; Scenic, Waltham, June 26; (tothis
letters, and this week you will have the
for
here
Prices
have
from
eggs
ranged
meeting visitors are requested to bring
pleasure of bearing from old and new 78 cents to 50 cents, and are
lower now.
going
friends of the column.
Our hens have done their share, more than sweet food; host grange furnishes beans,
paying all their billa. My little grand- brown bread, pickles and coffee» Deer Isle,
Thanks to Laura from, Lynn for the
niece, four years old.
looks
Deer Isle, Aug. 20; Mariaville, Mariaville,
over
n»y
following:
shoulder and says she
wauls
to
tend
Sep*. 7; Lamoine, Lamoine, Sept. 24;
East Surry. Mr., Mar. 20. 1918.
her
Jove.
She
does
not
y ss
like Sc hoodie, Franklin, Oct. 3;
Cushman,
bad weather, and one day she said I wi-h
Dear Aunt Madge:
Gouldsboro, Oct. 16; Mt. View, Town Hill,
it would rainbow. Well, I think we shall ;
I have baeoa leader of the M. B. column
Nov. 25.
all wish for it to “rainbow" before long.
for a long time, and L. E. T. has asked me
for the present. There is much
Good-by
NEW CENTURY, 256, DEDHAM.
why I didn't write, but somehow I could
I would like to write, bat your patience is
After getting
never seem to
get courage
March 23 the grange discussed briefly
to be considered, also I
have written two
a letter from her yesterday, thought I would
“Do the average
the following topics:
letters to-day and my arm aches.
M. A. H.
write a line. Poor dear L. E- T. is so lonely.
and
in trades
professions en- j
i workers
I hsve been in tbetr home a great maty j
counter more
discouragements than the
Pmo^pbct Hakbok. March §.
times, snd hsve an idea what it must be
“The need in the :
average farmer?”
withoutIher ’John. May God help and bless Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Si tier»;
grange of a perfected system of marketEsther's little verse on food conservation is
you, L. E. T.. in these lonely hours.
“The unequal distri- >
I hope 1 am not intruding, Aunt Madge.
good. I do not know who yon are, Esther, ; ing farm produce,”
but ion of sugar.” Gerald Thompson, G.
nor where you live, but what you write apMy birthday is on August 24.
Laura From Lynn.
peals to me. and y ur recipes, all 1 have tried, W. Brewster, George A. Gray, Gertrude
••cau’t be beat.” Now as helpfulness "all for Pond and Dora Thompson were appointed
We all join in sympathy for L. E. T. in
each and each for all” is onr motto, I will try
committee on grange extension work.
She would have heard
her *real loss.
to add a few helpful hints and share a few
from na, if ae had know n of it before.
j war-time reel pen.for in times of stress through
EAST BI.U KHILL. 252.
which we are now passing we must learn the
the grange observed its thirtyMarch
23,
once
more
from
hear
to
It ia a pleasure
lesson of sharing for the common cause.
were 110 present.
Bister Mary, whom I quote often, has many fifth anniversary. There
M. A. B.
West Newbury, Mass.. March 10. I good ideas of conserving—for instance, when
she plans to have baked potatoes for a meal,
Dear Aunt Madge:
MOUNT DESERT.
Do you think I am a very bad niece? Ism! she washes them, then places them in hot
H. O. Somes has gone to North Jay, \
water on the back of the rai ge.
By so doing
busy nearly all the time, and can not always
they only require about half the usual time w here be has employment.
write when I would. To be sure, the high
for baking, aud thus saves fuel.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark W. Somes are in
rate of postage is sou e excuse, but not all.
My neighbor, Mrs. Bruce, has furnished me Bangor for an indefinite period.
Since coming to West Newbury last December j
I hevf had Mrs. Dodge, Winchester, call on with the economical recipe for dessert whicn
Mrs. Levi Butler and daughter Lucy 1
I euclose. called “Indian Surprise." Try it,
me. She.is a reader of Tub American, aud has
it—It has a flavor of spent last week at her camp at Somes
looked for something from my pen. I do not sisters. My famii) li
have The American, but am often thinking Indian pudding.
pond.
Do any of you kuow the origin of “Tommy
of you all. We have had a very severe winArthur Thatcher of Bar Harbor spent
ter, but none of the West Newnury people, as Atkin*,” made famous by Kipling’s “Barrack the week-end with Mr. aud Mrs. John
j
far as I have heard, have suffered for coal, Room Ballads?”They received this soubriquet
Allen Somes.
though in Haverhill there has been a short- through a very common custom. Tne British
Miss Lena Beverly has returned to her
soldiers were formerly supp’ied with a note
We have had a plenty.
age.
in which were eutered age. height, color duties as teacher iu the grammar school !
Sugar was scarce, but now it is plentiful. book,
We are careful, to be sure, but then we have of hair and eyes, aud in fact all information here, after a two weeks’ vacation spent at
In her home in Machias.
been brought up to be saviug. I have never necessary to a compie e identification.
wasted food or'anything else. Sometimes sending out blanks for collecting this inLetters have been received from Ensign
war
the
office
for
1
could
not
would
fill
be
as
formation,
in
the
when cooking
friends,
blanks with the name
as I would have been in my own home.
Atkins,” and George C. Edwards,' U. S. N., from a

“Because these tireless fanatics believe your uncle has sent you gome
sacred memento, which they have been
deputized to recover at all hazards.”
“I wish they would simply come out
saving
from under cover and tell what they People object to fats, aad what can one do?
want.
They are welcome to It,” ob- I use all 1 can in all ways possible, of the
served Alan in his generous, light- quantities that come on the different pieces

weeks, returned borne

*

SOUTH BROOKRVILLK.
came

who

visiting their daughter, Mra H«r
Havey, at West Sullivan, »veral

vard

W. F.

CAKT1NK, 260.

and sll

William H. Moor#1 and
wife,

been

At Aaytfcmp Stare

March 16, sixty-five were present. The
losing side in the contest furnished supper. The lecturer furnished a program.
478,
20, fifty were present.

France. P. Atwater arrived
Sunday
spend her vacation w,th her
con,iD
Mrs. fc. W. Bridges.
Mia,

to

day*. Moray back if It foil*. Oct the
fenuma baa with
Red Tap aad Mr.
HUt'e pictur. on It
*4 Tablet, far 33a.

fourth degrees.

March

Hund.y

Capt. George W. Colwell, with bis ,
daughter, apem rtnnd.y with relative,
8
in Steuben.
and

The old family remedy—la tablet
form—aafe. tore, my to take. No
°P*at——op unpleasant altar effect*.
Corea cold, la at
hourwOrtp la 3

476, KLUBWORTH.
At the regular meeting of Bayside
grange twenty-nine members were present.
Four candidates received tbe third ajid

HARBORSIDK

a*

end gueat of

CASCARAm plIININE

rejected.without

BAT81DK.

e(rations
|

none

PROSPECT HARBOR
Stephen L. Kingsley of Bar Harbor
visitor here Sunday.
M'"" Jo,ie
Crowley of Corea w„ ,
E. A.

day evening._

un-

Ij unt-u

mean

wakin’ honey been.
And the winds out of the south, and the sap
climbin' in the trees.
And the little creeks a-gurglin’ like a child
too glad to singl'd trade March an' February for the dullest

All comma*mentions

Colds bring

GOOD WILL, 376, AMHiaff.
March 23 tbe third and fourth degree*
were conferred
upon two candidates.
There will be a harvest aupper next Satur-

til 1 could not put my
foot to the floor and
could scarcely do my
work, and as 1 live
on a small .'arm and
raise six hundred
chickens every year
it made it very hard
for me.
“I saw Jie Compound advertised in
our paper, and tried
—-*it. It has restored
my health so I can do all my work and
I am so grateful that I am recommending it to my friends.”—Mrs. D. M.
Alters. R. R. 4, Oregon, 111.
Onlywomen who have suffered the tortures of such troubles and have dragged
along from day to day can realize the
relief which this famous root and herb
remedy. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, brought to Mrs. Alters.
Women everywhere in Mrs. Alters’
condition should profit by her recommendation, and if there are any comwrite Lydia E. Pinkham's
edidne Co., Lynn. Mass., for advice.
The result of their 40 years experience
is at your service.

Step right cut of January into days too sweet
for words;
an’ aunshowers, and the
Into rainbows
songs of matin’ birds.
And be where the bu*»Un’ buds aie, and the

some

concise.

NEW?

COUNTY

Neglected

i

signed, but names will not bo prin»-d e*All comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by

III.—“I took Lydia E. Pink-

r

peal to me!

were caviling critics more
They’re all blustery an’rowdy, an'as
agreeably disappointed. It seemed as
as they con be;
if a typical spirit of youth and beauty If they both was chopped off shorter it

«hort and

Compound.

small.
And I’d not be worried any if it didn't come
at all!
And ihey could have left March off exery calaedar, J guess.
And I wouldn’t hankered for 'em; there ain’t
any tenderness
About March an* February, an’ they don’t ap-

announced.
over by an old family servant, one
Singh, who Is a model of loyalty to the
family. They’re high jinks, I tell you,
and they won’t mix much with us common folks, I’m thinking," declared the
acre

This column is deroled So the Orange, especially to.the granges of Hancock county
The colwann is open to all grangers for th*
discussion of topics of geneeml Interest. an<^
for reports of grange meetings. Make letter*

After Being Relieved of Organic Trouble by Lydia EL
Pinkham’s Vegetable

Bardsvllle was all agog when It was
known that the old Baythorne place communications, and its sucoessdepemts largely
Comhad been purchased by one Alan Tres- on the support given It In tlh* respect
be signed,hut the name of
hain and that he and his sister, Mrs. munications must
be printed except by permission
writer
will
not
Eunice Woods, u widow, were about to
Communications will be subject to approval or
restore to the quiet little town some
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
of its ancient social prestige.
Address
will t>e rejected without good reason
Humor had it that an uncle of the all communications to
THK AMKB10AW.
pair, who had made a vast fortune in
KJftswnrth, Me.
India, had left them not only an inof
Eastern
collection
comparable
C5POPCttl MONTHS.
treasures and curiosities, but also a
Past. 1
| Judd Mortimer Lewis, in Houston
was
a
unde
“The
fortune.
large cash
I am glad that February if so few «f days and
wisea
village
rajah they say,"
“He sent this fortune

auwtustnura*.

(g'vangira.

be

—

regular

thr

Mrs. Arvill|Jordan of Waltham is visiting Mrs. Rosie Bragdon.
The members (of the Red Cross in this
part of the town appreciate the generosity
of T. P. Austin and daughters for contribution of cloth and yarn for making
spreads and socks for the soldiers, also
the great amount of various kinds of
clothing sent by them in behalf of the

Belgians.
March.26.

C.

Your Elixir

Saved

M,.fe

Words «f a Maine Man
Henry 0 Hanley of 17 Cross str-rt. I
Maine writes us:
-I am feeling lots t,
and think your Elixir (Dr- True’s k*
saved my life
Dr. Trne’s Elixir la a great indicia
Family Laxative and Worm Kxpelier.
tones the stomach, moves the bowels so*'
pels worms. Hurprising it is bow maty I
pie have worms. Children suffer agon
wormssigns or symptoms of worms *
DersDged stomach, swo'len upper liP« *
stomach, offensiv. breath, bard and fall b
with occasional
gripings and pain about
f»ce of leaden tint, eyrs he
and dill, twitching eyelids, itching of
nose, itching of the
rectum, short dry cot
grinding of the teeth, little red poins •«
mg out on tongue, starting during
slow fever.
Get Dr. True’s Eitair from your deB
The cost is small. It expels worm* an<B
stores health.
No better Laxative
young or old. Millions have used it. OnB
market B years. «0c, 80c, #1
Write os- ■

madf

CHICHESTER SPILlI
duIoni brand paiM* ■
V«nk»o^a#B«t.S^.Al-»r*Be» H
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H. Hooper of Online

spending

in

the winter

pome laat

town

been

has

who

Haakell,

Ethel

in

wan

Saturday.
Mian

^publicanhe ia

Portland,

a delegate.
which
Charles
Greenlaw, who baa been
Opt,
seriously HI, i* improving. Hia aooa,
frank N. and Elmer, of Ridgewood, N. J.,
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Rheumatism Yields
Only rheumatic sufferers know
the agony of its darting pains,
aching joints or twisting cords.

ilton teacher.

scorn
EMULSION

has been correcting this trouble
when other treatments have
utterly failed.
Scott’s is essentially blood-food
in such rich, concentrated form

that its oil gets into the blood to
alleviate this stubborn malady.
Get a bottle of Scott’s Emulsion or advise an ailing
Af(f friend. No alcohol.
The Norwegian cod liver oil In
Scott's Emulsion Is no m refined in our
own
American laboratories which
makes it pare and palatable.
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Coughs, Croup

Colds,

and Catarrh
Two Minutes.

Believed In

your throat sore?
Breathe Hyomei!
Have you catarrh?
Breathe Hyomei!
Have you a cough?
lire*the Hyo- ei!
H ve you a cold?
Breathe Hyomei!
Hyomei is the one treatment for all nose,
throat and lung troubles. It does not contain
any cocaine or morphine and all that is
necessary is to breathe it through the little
pocket inhaler that comes with each outfit.
A complete outfit costs but little at
drugand
at
Alexander’s
gists* everywhere
Pharmacy, and Hyomei is guaranteed to banish catarrh, croup, coughs, colds. sore throat
A Hyomei
and bronchitis or money back.
Inhaler lasts a lifetime and extra bottles of
Hyomei can be obtained from druggists.
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Itch! Itch! Itch!— Scratch!Scratch! Scratch!
The more you scratch, the wore the itch. Try
Doan’s Ointment. For eczema, auy skin
•ichina *fto a bn*.—4/0 f.
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Boise City, Idaho.—When the womof Boise City were being registered
for war work, the registrars were interested to learn that women of all nationalities were willing to offer their
services to the government. A little
Chinese widow expressed her willingness to “go
anywhere" as a stenog-

rapher, bookkeeper

or

private

sent

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS

tion In the government service where
a knowledge of Chinese would be need- !
ed."
Mrs. Chin Suo, or Lena Ah Fong, as
she is known to her many
Boise
friends, was graduated from the Boise
public schools, graduating with the
second highest honors In her class.
She Joined the Congregational church
of Boise and became so popular that
when she was married the church
members decorated the church for the

EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS
The American will

This is the watchword, the

slogan
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to-day—We

years.
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coal, materials of every kind, yet but little has been said about the CONSERVATION OF TTME, TRAVELLING EXPENSE, e ;c., which are also
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The most effective aid to Conservation is the

telephone

Thrift Card and

a

for

2
save

give

Stamp for every new pifid-in-advance yearly
subscription to The American, $1.50. If you
already have your Thrift Card, a Thrift
Stamp will be sent. Write name and address of
subscriber plainly; also your own name and ad-

•

asked to

postpaid if dealer is out of stock.
Money back if not satisfied.

secre-

“Perhaps there is a position where
knowledge might be of special
value to my country,” she added modestly as she registered. “I would be
glad to act as Interpreter and private |
secretary should there be some post- !

•

are
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my

J

Conservation!
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WHITE'S

natural v.gor return. White’s
Ionic has a record of
making good
the treatment of any horse ailment
resulting from unpaired nutrition and
digestion or
lost appetite.
This great medicine stimulates
the normal action of the
urinary organs and
liver and purifies the blood.
Try a bottle on that
out-ct-conditon horse and put him back in working condition.
BentT
,at drujrcriats or general stores, or

tary.
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your

horse s health as you do your
own, and
at the first sign of off-color
symptoms,
get a bottle of

HELP

Inter-
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of horse feed, the
h‘8h
part-time worker
Yni,thm P.r*IrSent
horses fit for full service whenever called
keep your ,cost

event.
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PERUNA.

The Peruna Company, Columbus, Ohio

Keep

lrmerti*n«C!U.,

SORE THROAT

SALISBURY COVE.

Mrs.

Miss Mary K. Brown, thrice tennis
title holder. Is now a bank teller at
Ocean Park, Cal.
She can be found
any daj at her place in the bunk accepting deposits, selling Thrift stamps
and fulfilling all the duties of the position.

Widow

I
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Easier

March 25.
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market proves it. beyond question, to he the reliable
family remedy, ever ready to take, preventing tne serious effects of colds,
coughs, grip and derangements of the digestive organa. This
proof is published from time to time and many families have
profited by it

L.

appetite and
digestion, sleep soundly and enjoy life, use
Burdock Blood Bitters, the family system
tonic. Price. *1.25. Advt.

Augustus Davis and wife, who have beta
employed at Beddmgton the past few*
months, are home.

m

_

home I

are

recnuiy.

Colds and Catarrh

Verona, the son of Reuben and
Abbott and bad lived here pracall his life. He went to sea when a

vacation.

School closed

«

CHINESE
silsby

William

serums uuui

The great weight of testimony that has accumulated in the 44 years that PERUNA has been on the

and wife last week.
Samuel and

Yciy

tically

To

ill.
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PERUNA In UlU form for
Wlti ron and be fortrffod .gainst snddan attacks.

and

Kenney visited H. T. Silsby j

uui

Hannah

1915.

AURORA.
Mrs. Dora

married at

young man, and about thirty-two years
ago began service on tbe Boston and Bangor boats which he continued until his

X. Y. Z.

Miss Lulu Rowe is

were

native of

health

March 23.

place,

Abbott died Thursday
at his home here, after a long
illness, at.
the age of sixty-seven years. He was a

and since their

miu

The experience of one
woman, given herewith, is
typical of thousands of letters that reach the Peruna
Company from grateful
friends who have found their
hom es incomplete, and their
family safety in

Since I have tasen Peruna the dropping in my
throat has discontinued, and my head and nose
are not so stopped up in the morning.
I am
pleated with the results, and shall continue to
use it until I am entirely rid of catarrh.
I heartily renommend it as an honest.medicine.**
What it does for her it is ready to do for you.

Granville

j.

Capt. Melvin

Friends of
Mrs.
Lizabeth
Benson
Roberts sympathize with her in the loss
of her husband, Joneph Roberts,
who
died suddenly, March li, at their home
in West Newton, Mass.
Mrs. Roberts
native of this

the

VERONA.

ing firms.

was a

con-

and

Urge ship-build-

of the

on

Family

Safeguard

reliable medicine.
It soon rids the system of any traces
of a cold, and prevents serious consequences.
“I began using it
for catarrh.. which
I suffered with a
f*ood many years.
■'ui
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nave used Peio our family
for a number of
years, aud
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found it a perfectly

jj.
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Swan’s Island March 8, by F. F. Morse,
esq.
Miss Nora Lunt recently visited her
parents, Hiram Lunt and wife. She was
Everett Mitchell of
accompanied
by
Bernard.

April 2,

at home.

parents,

4191 Water St

FiLENCHBOHO.

Dr. and Mrs. Willis Watson, who have
spent the last two months in Florida, are

bis

8

is

from his
N

Jeptba Nickerson,
fined to tbe house by
knee, is out again.
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Raymond Farley
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She is

Latty

Mrs.George Parker.

spars and other lumber
mountain lot.

B.

meet

A
must give the first aid in colds,
coughs and
other ailments. Her promptness in
applying the remedy often
saves a serious illness.
Her experience with remedies has led
her to know that PERUNA is always reliable, that she should
nave it cm hand for the immediate treatment of
coughs and
colds, and that it is always to her

E.

getting

home last week.

March 26.

PERUNA in Your Home
housewife

U. Harper have returned to Rockland after
spending part of
the winter here. Capt.
Harper has been

training station.

mother, Mrs. Marcia Car.er.
George Carter and two sons, iiarry and
Wendatl, who have spent the winter at

w-ith

where she spent the winter.
improved in health. Mr.

still

Monday

to Kockland

j

over
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much

Gaynell Bridges spent a few days
last week with friends at South Biuebill.
John Bolin and wife of Bucksport spent
a few days last week with Mrs. Bogin’s

came

ii» m m Biiiii
running

Mrs. R. L. Latty is at home from
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in the
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KEN MIGHTIER THAN RACQUET

Whitcomb, Haynes & Whitney are closing tbeir operations here. The foreman,
Mr. Jordan, reporta a
satisfactory season’s

George Carter has gone to Long Island,

But some few have not known that

Scott

a

Floyd

with

The woman’s club will
with Mrs. Jennie Farley.

Wade L Grindle, a Penobacot boy, now
with the American forcea in Prance, haa
aecond to first lieubeen promoted from
Lieut. Oriodlc waa priucipal of
tenant.
Belter high echool when Company A of
in which he .had enthe national guard,
listed, was called to service on the Mex-

IlyVS
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opened to-day,

news
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Large flocks

BASS HARBOR.

PENOBSCOT.

border.

summonded
before leavMiss Elvira
Qrindle is a

WEST BROOK UN.

8.
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ican

companies comprising

Maine regiment were
to Westfield, Mass.
Shortly
ing for France, be married
Hedman, of Corfnna. Lieut.
graduate of Bates college.

Tueeday.

atate convention at

county"

He remained until Company

the other

Boaton, returned

an old
Mra. George Courtney Haskell,
reeident oftbiatown, died
reafweted
and
of her aon In Everett, Maaa.,
sitin' home
Her body will be brought
ltst week.
here for interment.
L. Beck left .Saturday for
Ckpt. George
Boaton and Camp Devena. Ayer,
S trip to
return he wilt attend the
Mass. Of hl*

hem**

and

he 2nd

DEER IHLE.
yi.

high school.
A

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Three
during the last two years

times

a box
of cigarettes was sent to Sergeant John Graham, with the
Fifth Regiment Royal Irish Rifles
in France, and three times the
cigarettes came back: but it was
not until the last time that the
sender, Thomas Graham, knew
his brother was dead. A letter
from the English government
came
with the clgnrettes the
last time. It was said that John
Graham had been killed in action December 5, 1916, one day
after he went Into the trenches.
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Rockland last week, bringing back freight
for the local traders.

s
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Wallace A. Stevens and

SARGENTVILLE.
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Portland,

employed

tug boat.

ton.

Mrs. Eliza Spinney of Little Deer Isle
is with her. daughter. Mrs. John Bennett.
Mrs. Clara L. Bowden has been visiting
her brother at South Penobscot.

2

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

C. Billings left Friday for Bos-

Charles

have gone to

Miss C.
school in

Agnes Kane has returned to her
Brooklin.

on a

Edgar Jones

where

they

Miss Stella Lord bas returned to
Thpley’a after a vacation of two

M.

at her home in North

are

Harry
weeks

Brooksville.

Clifford R. Cummings has resumed his
studies at the Castine high school, having
been detained at home since January on
account

of the ioe in the river.

Mrs. Maggie B. Blodgett has opened her
Dority has gone to Camden,
house, which has beeu closed since
where he has employment.
October. Miss Anne Saunders is staying
Herbert Hooper and a friend were home
with her and
for her
Charles H.

It is the quickest
conserves

means

ALL PUPS

of communication and thus

time.

labor.

Smith Center, Kan.—Mrs. Ben Butler took a little spindling bull pup to
raise. Ben never had any faith In the
critter.
“He's a spindlin’, worthless, mangy
cur, and wouldn’t even have the sand
to bark If some one got In our henroost," said Ben, with a sarcastic
tone in his voice.
“Never mind," replied Mrs. Ben,
with n knowing smile, “try him out.
Give him a chance—he’s only a pup."
Coming home after dark a few
nights later. Ben had occasion to go to
the hen house to see If all were there.
Nero heard the noise.
So did Mrs.
Ben.
“Sick him. Nero," called Mrs. Ben.
He grabbed Mr. Ben
Nero 'sicked.'
and In a few minutes tore his clothThen he got a good
ing to shreds.
grip on a leg. Ben got busy.
It took the hired man and Mrs. Ben
half an hour to pry open the Jaws of
Nero. Ben has changed his mind.

•

It is economical when we consider what can be aca telephone interview of a few min-

complished by

utes* duration, comprising several hundred words
of conversation; it, therefore, conserves money.

t make “Conservation

by Telephone”

your

slogan?

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
C. C. CUTTING,

A
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Girl to Take Brother's Place.
Los Angeles, Cal.—Miss
Rosario
Dockweller, daughter of Isadore B.
Dockweller, one of the members of the
Los Angeles bar. Is preparing to study
law In her father's office and to take
the place there of her brother John,
who has been called for military servtca.

caring

from Boston Last week.

South Brooksville

Miss Ella Condon of
is

during ner

illness.
Mar oh

Tomson.

teaching in No. 8.
Warren

It is surprisingly effective of results, being equal and
sometimes superior to a personal call; it thus increases business efficiency.

3

WORTHLESS

Nero Proves Case to His Master When
Latter Comes Home After Dark
One Night.

It enables one man to do the work of many and thus
conserves

NOT

P.

home the

Beadle,

who

past month,

has

been

Boston.
Miss

Ruth F.

Sargent is at home from
for the Easter

Holyoke college

Mt.

vacation.

March 25.

WEST HANCOCK.

at

has returned to

Sim.

School will open
Peaslee, teacher.
Fred

April 1; Mrs. Irving

Linscott has returned from

a

busi-

trip to New York.
John Willey haB finished hauling pulpwood for Frank White, and returned to

ness

Ellsworth.
NORTH

SULLIVAN.

Butler and family have moved to
Seal Harbor, where he has employment.
Mrs. LDuisa Newman of Prospect HarFred

bor is at N. H. Williams’.

here.
an

Easter concert in the

Sunday evening, under the direction of Mrs. Edith B. Hysom.
Mrs. Carrie Bragdon and daughter, Mrs.
ohurch

Bunker, who have been guests of
Bragdon’s daughter, Mrs. Clyde
Robertson, several
days, returned to
Della

Junction,

W.

of

Washington

visiting her daughter,

Gardner, of Calais.
Springer of Dexter

is visiting Mrs. Fred Milliken. She will be the
of
Mrs.
Luella
Butler
at
guest
Egypt for a
few days.
W. H. Edminster of Franklin has been
elected superintendent of schools
for
Franklin, East brook, Haucock aud Lamoiue

for the

coming

March 26.

Monday.

year.

M. M. M.

LAMOINE.
Friends of Lewis D. King, of Lamoine,

H.

March 25.

Wooster

has been

Mrs. W. K.

Mrs.

Franklin

Ellsworth.

Mrs. E.

Mra. William

John Butler, who isemployed at Gouldsboro, spent the week-end at his home
There will be

Hervey Bennett and wife, who have been
boarding with Mrs. A. E. Tracy, have
moved to

ill be pleased to learn that he has been
promoted to sergeant. Sergt. King is at
present located in Jacksonville, Fla., out
expects to leave lor overseas duty about
April 1. His brother, George W. King,
w

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs.

Harry

M.

Tapley

went

to

Bangor last week.
George L. Black has rented Cecil Farn*
ham’s house on the terry road and moved
his

family

there.

Steamer Golden Rod made two trips to

who is also in the

service, is located in
Waco, Texas. He also expects to be
transferred soon. Sergt. King and hi|
brother enlisted Dec. 4,1917.

<£t}c <£llstuorth American

Junior Red Cross Recital.

Springs, Mo., Feb. 16.
To The Editor of the American;
In traveling about we have missed a
number of Ellsworth Americans, but

given at Odd
Fellows hall last Friday afternoon, by the
Junior Red Cross. There was a good attendance. The proceeds, amounting to
overfll, are for the Junior Red Cross
work. The program was as follows:
A

Excelsior
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to tell

want

Margaret Franklin

have

ou.

Catharine Osgood

the

from

letters

received

Virgil.Dancing Dew-drops
Morrison...Corps
Whitcomb Haynes
Becher. Dragonflies
Ritter.Rosy Morn
Elizabeth Wiggin
Heins.Sweet Violet

ex press ivo of deep gratitude and
affection for their benefactors.
The little boy, Gabriel
Baebier, of

children
even

▼car.

A< vcrtiBlrg Ratos—Aie reasonable and wll’
r'ldc known on application

bit about

a

five years, so
writes for him,
and these letters are surprisingly correct.
1 can manage to read the letters, but send
them to our cousin, Miss Hodgkins, of

France,
nine-?ear-old

his

Boptncsecormni'ideations should In’
o. and all checks and money < rdere made po'
Ihk Hancock County Publishing
wo
Oo Fllsworth. Maine.

but

is

Dannix,

i*e

brother

Whiting
Recitation.Grandma’s Minuet
Sara

girl. Mart he Farier,of LaTremblade
older, and consequently writes at
length of her orphanage and life. Her
father was engaged in oyster culture,
which, she writes, is a difficult and

the

children

two

John Whitcomb

mothers

are

annually,
adopted

receives

ment)

sufficient

home.

This

that the child

assured

furnished

amouui

j

is

one

the

(with

French governits maintenance at

by
for

the tine, but so
forces at one point
iar the news from this terrible struggle, the greatest of the war, has not
shaken the confidence of the allies in

until
and economy of the French peasants.
The full amount, $36.50, is paid at the
time of adoption, although the mother re-

their ultimate success. The Germans
have launched their first bolt, with
anticipated initial success, but they
tremendous
cannot long afford the
expenditure of men the slight ad-

ceives

on

ton says:
“It is the
zen

position

a

Forcefully

thrift stamps foster
the habit of thrift in small expenditures,
make it possible for nearly every one to
purchase what are in reality small govern-

bonds,

and

to the

tunity

offer

people

at

Reduction

this

win

and

men

farmer

war

we

must

have

in

Maine

are

departments

has been sent to

citizens of tbe
such

a

a

E*a.,

where

in

the

asking

an

is

fora town

the

next

requested

to cut

and

customer

what

it

means

(or

all

ex-

government

of

list

a

men

on the letter are James F. Bagley,
secretary of the State Board of Charities
and Corrections; L. D. Bristol, State

try

urged

interests

welfare,
Maine to make an even greater
“drive” in the interest of her children
than the national government has asked
for. The saving of 676 lives is the quota
assigned
by the National Children’s
en-

|

Able

Bureau.

ier,

To make Maine children healthhappier and better, and to make

Maine

live,

a

are

place
objects sought.

better
the

Dak

j

comes.

on

all

as

It is

large

for her children to

gives
looked

possible.

to enroll at

men

j

Moderator, W A Walxer; clerk, FS Perkins; selectmen, assessors, GE Parsons,
Ralph 8 Wardwell, W E Ordway; treas8 W Cash;
urer, S W Cash; collector,

once.

It is
Look

Devens ;

Camp

closed her boose
J.

Mrs. E. 3. Hamor has
and is
A.

spending

few weeks with Mrs.

a

Mrs.

Mayo and littfe
spending a few weeks
with Mr. Mayo'a father, G. W. Mayo.
Word has been received of the arrival of
Mayo,

Grace

are

a young son at the heme of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank P. Paquet at
Athol. Mas*. Mrs.
Psquet was Miss Mildred Mayo of this

place.
M.

March 25.

Fitchburg,

should not be

Mr.

Ingalls
and

Colaon

HANK

Guernsey Dabfor sale—Two
year* ©id April 17, 1918; well marked and
rtf good else.
Apply. Jas. V. Whitmokk.
Southwest Harbor. Maine.

REGISTERED

\IrILL sell aay part 100 shate* Bay Mate
TV
Film. Common Stock. 93.50 a share
Malcolm 8. Winslow. K20 Stevens Avenue,
Portland. Me.

issues

NORTH

Bangor Sunday.

oepital

the t

many friends

Mr. Taiwan

left

for

aew

has

been

partially

two years, had a shock Tuesevening that resulted in bis desth

day

over

Raw

ill

and
girls wanted far beat
hotels in Maine. Waitresses, chain
ber(wards, kitchen, diab, laundry. paltry and
all-eroend cooks. Girl* for housework. Apply
at once and always to Mains Hot ml Ausncv,
30 Mala street, Bangor. Me., for reliable hotel

pOflitkMM.

Middle aged woman for general
nousework.
Mas. H. A. KonmeoN.
EEs worth.

HELP—

Maloney of Ellsworth has
few days with her mother,

Webster Higgins.
Myrtle

was

the

gnest

Blending;

Mrs. Frank Moore last week.

chairman, E R Williams, Ezra N Williams; treasurer and collector, Robert

Estey and little brother, of Bayside,
companied her, remaining over night.
Catarrh

Cannot K«*

a

Miss Julia

Cj&antrtL
—Old false teeth, doesn't matter
if broken. I pay 12 to 915 per set.
Send by parcel post and receive check by return mail.
P. Tkul, 408 N. Wolfe 81., Baltimore. Md.

WANTED

long and serious

FALSE TEETH** 7
for old

Send Parcel

Mrs. Bond and Mrs. Messer of
visiting their sister, Mra.

ac-

are

Moderator, H T Silsby; clerk, H A
Rowe; selectmen, assessors, A R Mace,
A E Richardson, E A Silsby; treasurer
and collector, H T Silsby.
Total appropriations, fl,779.29.

by

the sudden death of her

Hattie
made
and

Lovejoy.
many

friends

frequent visits

Mrs

Lovejoy

here
to

bad

long
her
daughter,
kindly personin

her

for her
ality and consistent Christian character.
She is survived by a eon, Horace Lovejoy,
with whom she made her home, and
another daughter, Mrs. Hurd Brown, ol
Dorchester, Maas.
and

|

was

esteemed

March 25.

or

or

broken sets

write for

NOTICE
THE undersigned, Herbert G. Bowden,
of Backsport. Maine, hereby forbid sayone harboring and trusting my wife,
Daisy
L. Bowden, on my account after this date as I
shall pay no bills of her contracting.
Ubbbsst G. Bow Dan
Bucksport, Me.. March 19. 1918

I

mother, Mrs.

B,

00

5,000

00

eallj,

p,h*n

90.987 33

l*'d wT*""1

29,823*

...
■

143 880

68

2.250

00

-•

city

or town

\

7,375

65

1,000 00
19,048 87

directs.

19,868

*

W7

91

3il

10

2,58000
2.1*18
81

to.

>»•*««

» ••**"

*ry*“-n::.- •;.:

Less carrrn expenses, jo
*•“«,...
°“

Net amounts
Uonal banks
Net amounts

Edwin F. Babson, a person of unsound mind
of Biueblll, in said county. Rose \ itsbson
of said Bluebitl. appointed gu «rdtaa of said
Edwin F. Babeon; date of qualification February 12. a. d. 1918.
Dated at Ellsworth, in aald county, this
wenty seventh day of March, a. d. 191*.
Acting Register of prohste.

ClaiuB^Mcius.

STATEMENT OK THE OWNERSHIP. M \>\
AC.EMKNT, CIRCULATIO.N.
ETC
required by the Act of Congress of August
24, 19it, of The Kliewo.th American, published weekly at Eiiswrortb, Maine, for October l, 1*17.

ium
802

>/7

1.730

64

*****
»«»»!

to check.
Certificate* of
iu less tnan 00 days
th,°.,or monr»

deposit^”
*>*:

U3ii

.—•

44

iU IU
w

Certified checks.v
Caahler'eebecksouUtaud-

&» 44

vM-a-

am m
itcswTt

*
«

IDjOtf

4,
>0

001

..

M«

'■<**>*

00

*

ib.C

_

ISTLM.t4

Total.
Liabilities for rediseaunts,
with
including Chose
Federal Reserve bask.

».M0Q

Total contingent liabilities,

IJD.OOO®

HTATB OF MAINE.
Cochtt or Hawoocm aa.: — I. Kdw. F. Small,
do
bank,
cashier
of tbe aboee-named
solemnly swear that tbe above sUiemrnt is
true to tbe beet of my knowledge and belief.

F.
to

Small.

before

ktOMoxr

Correct— Attest:
Law is HoimiI’.hh,
Hahvakd C. JtoaeAS.
Cnaa. R. Bt'tuu.

Cashier.
this i9th

in*

J. Walsh.

Notary Public.

J)

stock!

S&V1"*

Directors.

kw0rp

44

44

10

*

44

••

44

11

44

44

**

12

44

44

Maternity

cases, minimum.

5-50
6.00
1.50
Extra
Extra
15.00

H. 8. Babcock. M. D., Castine.
h kanklin Fakbow, M D., W. Brook* v ilia.
Ralph W Fohtbr, M. D., Bucks port.
Buret E. Haobbtuy, M D., Sedgwick.
Fkbo 8. Hbrr»c*. M D., Brooklin.
Otis Littlhplklx>, II. D Blnehiil.
O. E. Parsons, M. D .Castine.
H. B Snow, li. f> Bucksport.
Mklvin A. Wabbwbll, M. D., Penohaeot.

j

a

NOTICK.
THE

undersigned. Oscar

Doyle,of Ellshereby forbid
I
harboring
and trusting my wife. Bessie (VDonnell
worth

A.

anyone

on my account after this date, as
no hills of her contracting.

IOsoaa

I

Doyle,

shall pay

A. Dotlx.

Ellsworth. Ms.. March M, 19IK.
Is
of the
of the

hereby given that by authority
Department of Commerce the
schooner “Flu A. Oakes’* has
nasae
chaaged to the *‘Fraak 8. Fieroa."—T,

NOTICE

Ibsen

M. NiogoLeox.
Backs port, Me., March M, ISIS.

Don’t take chances and spoil your eyes
by wearing other people’s glasses, but
consult

EDWAltD H. BAKER,
66 Oak Street,

Ellsworth, Maine

GRADUATE AMD REGISTERED
OPTOMETRIST

Brmnetws: Maebias.Bar Harbor and AlieaIowa, Pa.

b£J!,?,,JL

r«.d%°

etpires

May,

1910.

I

V\ o“r:h’' '**iw‘utr

,koiwu road lea- lag to
,d 10 Plantation No.?.
Uaan'a M’li «o-called
acre.
.•> n tain I o f .wo
»“b *>>
or lea*, togetlr.
»ald
«ee
for
further eecrlptlor.
14<
tetlatr; of drnrd., book 31P**'
baa been
of .aid

“j

„„

hts2?l.
SJLYm
«*“c

bulidi“f'
WOe.J

fiTreon.
;2 conditio*
and now

°[W»
btbf®» wo* Vff,

remain*
broken
'>• tb«
by 1,000 of the brea.
°* **2d m0
thereof. I claim a foraci.'kif
°‘ M,rcb'
a. SaUivno, tbla 13d1*)'
Wl*'
Dovta.

j ‘“*»ted
I

r,,.,,
*

B>
«

—

—'

H*ti£;«y.

.~

-..

iniutanct iiattnun1|

AMi.itl.VN

MULt

Hitt

I*'

COm

to MAIDKN LANK. NKW VOKK

ASSETS DEC. 81. 1#17.
Stocks and bonds, (actual market
Dec
value
81, i»t7,
Cash In office and bank,

Agents’balances,

Interest and renta,

J1

Some men’s glasses are in their wife’s
name, and when wife wants glasses to
read she must wait until he is finished.

this 19th

W"Sr oX*

Abb rrtiarmnita.

Glasses io His Wife’s Name

me

l. p. oil».
Notary Public.

i*1;.'
SL‘ tbe^lkncock
52,51h
2
«aVdV1,,»nr
l»Jd
£»,«;
J**

4.00

Call* from 9 00 F. M. to *00 A. MCoasuitations.—

subscribed before

oir rOKECLO.lt'KK.
utiilul
-Agues J. Robertson of Suiiio1 H»acoc*. State of
d*ed dated the
Maine
by herV,orl«ft*e
Auguet, a d. 18W. and rethird
county egt.lry of
..mi dfc W. oonvey.d to Jennl.
a certain lot or
Uo'.le ol
■i»"d ln *»ld *>«•“«»•
of
** follow*, lO
*“* hoiinilrd
t. “<>rth b> '*nd ,orrofrl-»

4 50 !;
6.00

44

*n<*

NOT id

44

44

■

My co#skw»k>n

NOTICE TO PUBLIC.

44

Me

**

jf

We, the undersigned p&yeiclan*, agree upon
the following minimum fee bill to take effect
March 1. 191*
Call* 1 mile or leea from office.
9 1 -A®
44
2.00
1 miles from office-..
44
44
2J0
I
44
**
44
44
4
2.75
5.
8-09
44
44
4*
44
•
8.50
44
44
44
44
7
9.7S
**

rosTorrica addsk**

Business Manager. W. H Titos,
2.
That the owners are:
(Give name and
sddre*«es of individual owner*, or, if a corporation, give its name and the names and
addresses of stockholders owning or holding
per cent, or more of the total amount of
rtoch)
W H Titas.
Ellsworth. Me.
&.
Thai the known bondholders, mortsgee*.
iml other security holders owning or holding
1 per cant or more of total amount of bonds,
no* tgagest-ar other securities are
None.
Thai the two paragraphs nest above, giv4
ng the usmes of the owners, stockholders
md sects? Ay holders, if any. contain not only
be hat of stockholders and h curity holders
ks they they
appear upon the boohs of the
kompany^but also, in cases where the stocktolder or security bolder appears upon the
>ooks of the company as trustee or in any
>ther fiduciary relation, the name of the
>er»on or corporation for whom such trustee
also that the mid two
% acting, i» given;
aragraphs contain statements embracing
lanl’s full knowledge and belief as to the
umsiance* mud conditions under which
:\~kbotders aud security holders who do not
books of the company a*
*ar upon, the
,*r\ sea, held stock and securities in a
j ity other than that of bona d ie owner;
v. is affiant has no reason to believe that
L *er person, association or corporation
M
a interest direct or indirect in the said
'“da, ar other securities than as so

2-pt til yaa-tti

44

ior

••

Inc officer*Other bond* borrowed for
which collateral security
was furnished
Bill* payable, wtth Federal Reserve naak

*4

i»r

ness manager are:

Editor. W. H Titus,
Managing Editor, W. H. Titos,

J»V‘

time deposits subiect t* reserve.
War loan d« po-lt account,
States de
Other failed
deinciudbng
posits.
of U
b- d tabu re-

9

rqu

Publisher. Hancock Co Pub Co, Ellsworth,

Total of

•

in

and county aforesaid, personally apW. H. Titus, who.
having been duly
sworn according to law. deposes and says tbst
he is the managing editor of the Ellsworth
American and that the following is, to the
best of bis knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management (and if
a dally paper, the circulation.! etc. of the
aforesaid pubiicattoa for the date shown in
the above
caption, equired by the Act of
August 24, 1912. embodied in section 413. Posts!
Laws sod Regulations, printed on the reverse
of this form, to wit:
L That the names sod addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, aud businsmi or

I 8*Mends unpaid
Total of demand deposits
bank de
(ether tbau
paaksi aab)ect to reserve.
of
Certificates
deposit
(other than for
money

44

**

I'uuiir

peared

fue
A"V.* *.

44

f

i

5-»“M

D**

Eow
Subscribed and sworn
day of March, 191*.

the estate

1918.

-v'j

dueW^UjL*'
5SSS-- «?.rr.
RmTomuw
Individual
rOWW*

of

said deceased; date of qualification March

a. d

state or MAIMS
COl’STT or IASCOCK

'•***

;

to

of

6.

-.

SSI"?
Ct.cui.Un^V
standing ..X-

.Hurry, appointed arlmintsiratrix

10,807 96

LIABILITIES.
pai

Albert Treerorgy. late of Surry, in said
Laura K Trewo gy of said
county, d» ceased

as

Total. $672,548

UndiTtdA

White’of

On

scription).

Furniture and fixtures
Heal estate owned other
than bsnking bouse.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bans.
Cash in vault and net
from na
amount due
tioi.al bank*.
Checks on other banks in
same

Telia!

00

special Jtctittt.

Lincoln
Gerald

Walter Stone, a student of the Bangor
theological seminary, was a week-end
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fogg,

AURORA.

Post

* * *«

particulars.
Domestic Supply Cl.. Dept 44. BmcPmiVm. N V.

Thompson.

Cured.

18,000

*.950

Way calls...

been

Mrs. Walter (ngalis and Mrs. William
Ingalls of West Ellsworth were guests
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gray.

of

I with local applications, as they cannot reach
the seat of the disease- Catarrh is a local
disease, greatly influenced by constitutional
conditions, and in order to cure it you must
taka ao Internal remedy. Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine is taken Internally aud acts through
the hioad oa the mucous surfaces of the sysmail’s Catarrh Medicine was prescribed
tem.
by one of tbe best physicians in this country
It is composed of some of the best
MAR1AV1LLB.
for years
to nice known, combined with some of the
Moderator, E G Dunham; clerk, Charles beat blood purifiers The perfect combinalugredieuta in Hail's Catarrh MedRGoodwin; selectmen, assessors, Charles tion ofIs tha
what produces snch wonderful results
icine
R Goodwin, Harlie W Black, W. C. in catarrhal conditions Send for testimoDon ham; treasurer and collector, George nials. free.
F. J. CHfBNKT * CO., Props.,Toledo, Ohio.
W Persona.
Fold by Druggists. 76c.
I Hall's Family PUls for constipation.

has

Prance* D. Bnrrill. late ot
Ellsworth |„
said county, deceased. Sarah Bnrrill
of Montreal, Canada, appointed
adminiMm
trltd.b.n. with the will annexed ..I
the
ol aaid deceaaed; dated
qu .llfica u,u
a
d.
Itlt
13,
Not
ary
being a reaideut ot th*
-Uteof M»iue, ihr ius appointed
Ktiw*rd 9
HmwH of Kilswoi Ih, in the county »f
Hancock
snd BUtc of Maine. ss her agent in aaid st»|i
*
of Maine, a* tbe law directs
H.
Henry
Sargent. late of Ellsworth, in asia
Mints I Hargent of M S
coonty. deceased
hi Is worth, appointed administratrix 0f th*
<Ut* °'
Maran E
Oeorge P. Haskell. late of Rllaw-irth. in said
county, deceased. Edmond J. WaNh of EH*,
wor h. in
»aid county, appointed adminiitrator of the estate of said
deceased; dateof
qualification March S. a. d. i9l*.
Fannie Beil Faiteraon, late of Buckaport in
said county, deceased.
Erie H
Stone ham,
MnnachuifUi, appoint administrator of the estate of vain deceased
date of qualification March 12, a. d. I9ig
Not
being a resident of the .Stateof Maine, he has
appointed Archie L. While of B icksport in
the county of Hancock and State of Maine »«
his agent in said State of Mait,e, aa ihe Uw

44

UUMBV.
Chsnw for Artvanerment—Free.
IT. 8. Shipping Board free navigation sahool
at Portland trains seamen for officers' berths
ka new Merch-nt Marine. Hhort cut to the
bridge. Two years’sea experience repaired.
Native or naturalixed citlaens only. Cwwrse
six weeks. Military exemption.
Apply to
Feank A. Wilson at school. Municipal fed*.
Portland, between l.80 and 5 pm.
Balardaya
Uls. a to II noon

Mass.

a

Camber

H^tip ■■fefe

illness, is reported a little better.
Miss Ethel Fogg left Monday for a visit
to her brother, W. B. Fogg, at Dorchester,

school.

Miss

who

—

some

C. E. Johnson, after

Moore, Marjorie Richardson
and Evelyn Smith have returned to high

Mrs.

a

months, is failing.
Hurd Brown of Dorchester, Mass.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Ella Burrill.

Mildred

Mrs. Eunice

Edgar Daupbinee,

00

Stocks, other than Federal
Ke-rrve bank stock
Stock of Federal Reserve
bank.(50 per centof sub-

WOMEN

Mrs.

Perry has gone to Balisbury
Cove to visit her sister, Mrs. Fred Moore.
Mrs. Anna

Thrift

Buy
Rtampit.

female Hlelp Klauttti.

called to Oldtown

was

and

WB

DEDHAM.
Mrs.

Wood

have engines. wood sawn and saw
frames in *ts«k at reaaouabJe price*.
TnascHDiKN Machini Company. Portland,
Me.

the

included in the

unpledged

Collateral trust and other
note* of corporation* issued for not less than
one year nor more than
three venrs' time
Tot*l bonds, securities.

20.000

—

Kite worth, Me.

will enter

a alight operation.
Hia'
hope to see Aim home again

Dow,

Bonds other than U. 8.
bonds pledged to secure
U. 8. deposit*.
Bonds loaned (other than
U. S. bonds).
than
other
Securities
bond*
(not inU. S
cluding stocks) owned

ON

for

who

or

W
Edwards*
lf.‘cif»
iff,

directs*

Maine./as

per cent

—

A. Tolman

soon.

ftCLLSWORTH.

Main etrvet, ** mile from dvpot, ‘JO-acre
farm, 7 acre pasture; young orchard;
honae. 8 rowma and bath. M. A. Susa>

Titlev
ndiniulauYtrl,

pledged

posits

for 5lit.

of

and wife.

Mrs. O.

Mrs. Ella Burrill

PLANTATION

Laoghiin.
Total appropriations, f480.

Frank

loan bonds. 3*9
and 4 per cent.,
to see Ore State
other deposits or bills

htL°*
Sum,!*'

polnied

Liberty

••

BOOK No. S73t>of the saving* de
part me sit of Union Trus« Company of
Ellsworth. Finder will pleaae return to Ukioj*
Tbost Conrant. Ellsworth.

ei,-culo™“dt a't*

M$000

unpledged.

boitewed)
Other time deposit*.

i O0t.

Cnml,,

or draft* sold with indorsement of this bank,
not shown under item d
JC.000 00 376,280 08
above
Overdrafts, secured. $252.03;
480 19
unsecured $208.18
U. 8. bonds deposited to
secure circulation (par
60,000 00
value).
U S. bonds and certificate*
of indebtedness pledged
tosecu-e U. 8. deposit*
90,000 00
(par value).
70,000 00
Premium on U. 8- bond*
Liberty loan bonds. 3**
percent, and 4 per c*dl

deposits

Kittr-edge.

Liston

early Thursday morning.
widow, a son, Charles and a daughter Alta,
following instructions as to the proper ! one brother, D. E. Dow, and four sisters,
way to address mail to soldiers at Camp who have the sympathy of all. Funeral
services were held st the bowse Saturday
Devens, Mass.Private.
afternoon. Rev. W. T. Forsythe officiating.
Burial was at the Dow cemetery at Seal
Company.
.Regiment
Cove.
Camp Devens, Mass.
Marc h25.
Thelma.
The name of the postoffice, Ayer or

spending

Moderator, John RShuman; clerk, W F
John R Shuman,
assessors,

and

Mr. Dow leaves

postoffice department

The

been

33.

Norwood

W. C.

Letters.

commissioners, selectmen.
Total appropriations, |12,019.62.

street

appropriation.,

Washington’s

Point visited relatives here last week.
Norwood’s son Harry is on the road !

[)t»a H.

agent and do this.

Address

to

In

CASTINK.

Total

at

recovery.

TOWN MEETINGS.

NO.

now

Ingalls, who has been with hia
sunt, Mrs. Hollis Austin, over a year, is
spending a few days with bis parents,

address.

Officers Elected Eor The Year
Hancock County Towns.

ia

Edwin

desired to make

as

Mr.
[o

It

want to be

official

How

begin April 6, 1918 and end April 6, 1919, I
will

Alvin

blind

tion with the ('hildreu’s Year which will

and

not

up the enrollment

expeciea oy mediate aepanmeuiB
the suggested conference, in connec-

the various

and

parents. B. B. Heed and wife.

1

as not

an

this enrollment

is

child

who does

call when it

Commissioner; K. A. Eddy, State
Labor Commissioner; and A. O. Thomas,
State Superintendent of Schools.
Health

to unite

want

doing anything for hia counrecognition.
No obligation exists to respond to the

upon

appear

in

the

whom it

on

call when in need of laborers.

serve

police,

mounted

few

a

family, daughter

hia

Reed, who is attending the E.
il. C. seminary at Bwcksport, is spendiag
he Easter vacation at home here with her

help win the war.
It puts those men on record as being ready
to serve tbeir country in any line ot work
for which they are fitted. It gives the

man

concerned

with

Bernice

work and who want to

the

will

in

who

men

can

that

located

L. A. Clark of Manset ia visiting
ler sinters, Mrs. George
W. Lunt and
lira. L. W. kumili.

enroll

to

The

it

he

>f the celebration there of

one-

generally understood by tbe

It is intended

interest, the governor
beads whose

his

Reserve.

signatures

department

four

to

at

He has sent
lergent on patrol duty.
his mother, Mrs. Veoia Hodgkins, his
picture taken in uniform, a copy of the
tfo? Island News, containing! description

United States Public Service Reserve.

number of

will be asked to call the conference.

harvest

spent

Mrs.

public

way. A
four State

them to

American

It is not

welfare”

press their wishes in connection with it.
The suggestion is made that if enough

people express

before

Lurvey and daughter
days recently with relative#

Mrs. M. W.

here

available

Public Service

State, pointing the need for

conference and

Lowell

Vi Ida

Bar Harbor.

administration, that the scant sup-

the

used.

under

letter signed by the beads of

duty.
Hodgkins

resume

plies

Child Welfare Conference.
conference

to

The friends of
ind

Easter vacation.

—

otherwise.”

“child

Saturday

week.

Lloyd Dunham and family have gone to
Franklin to visit relatives during the

Stevens

quurter of a barrel for any country cusnrlbday.
tomer, that retailers’ stocks may be die- |
March 25.
Spray.
tnbuled to as great a number as possible. I
rbe wheat content ot bakers’ bread will i
WEST THE MONT.
1
be reduced to seventy-five per cent., on
Isaac Murphy who has been a shut-in
April 14, which increases by five per cent,
•ince November is not yet able to t>e out.
the amount of BUbstitalea that must be

of the land will not permit
any other class
to take the
leadership in supporting the
government in this crisis, financially or

importand

of the high school,
with his wife and the teachers. Miss
Hodgkins, Miss Avery and Miss Harris,

one

King, who recently went to
Portsmouth, N. H.. has returned home.

Marshall

Maine.

closed for

Morris

is the mother of
northern

OuuijJ?
deceliJ?1
uij

and Thrift Stamps actui %llj owned.

are

Edward M. Cunningham, lale of
aald connly.deceaard. Kmelme H. Hurrr u
ham ot raid Surry, appointed
rirc,,,,7 “‘l
tbe leal will end 'eatament of «aid
date ol qua)Ideation March 5. a. d.
*M;
Irftltla B. Gumming, late of
Sull.va. 1#
arid county, deceased, John A.
Berre. Vermont, appointed
loot • 111 and t. .lament of said deceasedof qualification March S, lam
Not be'in. 1
reaideut of the Slate of Maine he
Wm. B. Blaiadeli of North
in the county of Hancock and State
of
ae hie agent In aald State of
Maine, aa the udirects.
Charles C. Bnrrill, late ol
Ellsworth, in
Sarah Bnrrill
county, deceased.
Montreal. LnB«le, uppolniM
d. b n with ihe win aoneied ol the
eami,M
raid deceased; date ol qualification Fe6r„...
Not beiug a resident
It. a. d. t»l«.
Stale of M.ine, ahe has appointed
Small ot Kll.worth, In the coont, of
and Stale of Maine, aa her agent in .aid
S *“
of
tbe law

08

Foreign bills of exchange

the

School*

food

barrel

ously contribute of his means to make it
possible for the men at the front to achieve
victory. 1 am confident that the farmers

an

are

wramey
her serious
illness,

Marshall

396.280

accep anoe* sold)
00.

The alliance held a social at the parish | reporting bank.
Total of Item*.
Wednesday. Mrs. Charles Hooper, j Checks on banka located
outside of city or town of
Mrs. E. P. Johnson and Miss Amy With- j
»*porting hank and other
erle were hostesses. The sewing circle
cash items-.
met with them, instead of on Thursday. Redemption fund with U.
and due
S.
treasurer
OMarch 25.
from U. 8. treasurer
War Savings Certificates

Ann

boy, born March 20. Mr.
principal of a high school in

is

Principal

average ration of wneat by fifty per cent.
Flour sales will be cut to one-eighth of a

power for the nation in this day of trial.
He will not only labor to
produce t4e
necessary food stuffs, but will also gener-

Alary

Mrs.

830.000

th? tooil!'
adaluf®;

and discounts. 8295,280 08

bank

nUnX**
all

gj„„■‘SSJiL
onhuV,*“#

PUBLIC

RESOURCES.

Total loans.
bill* redisNotes and
than
counted
(other

»am~'At'’t

BnblHhSa
ho” Rml?.*!*
Stonml'.

Ktlsworth, in the Hut, of Main,, at the clear
of business on March 4. 1918.

Loans

,.

F.0II,T-

or

Coxsrrvatoh*.
Aa,
I Norn-Snob
notices in
Mount Desert Ialand will bo
hereatter In thr Bar Bar
"
ratatra In Deer (ale and
In tbr Deer tele .tfe.aenper; In
*11"
eevatee In Th« ELLewoIrn
notice i. hereby
provmionsof chapter m ot the
of the State of Maine of 1317. that
nwtued person* have been appointed|
®*
tors, administrators, guardian* of
eoneerratore. re.pectl.ely, in tbe
fcere
rre,«*fter
named estate*.

BURR1LL NATIONAL BAM
at

I’ai.a.t,
or

Uoaaoiaaa

kisiataatoaa,

-OF THE-

house

the

new

Elmer

came on

public by

is asked of the

wheat

Every

I know tn*t every
money.
to do everything in his

been

fine

a

!

the “Idas-

in Wheat Ration.

b*>tb f army, domestic

wants

Plans for

Mrs.

may be stretched to meet the needs of the
consumers and the allies.

securities in the world.

“To

the farm.

has

Northeast Harbor, where be had
resided until last fall, will be interested
to learn that he enlisted at Germantown,

of

Hudson Dean,
past year, left Monday for Camden. Pearl Colson will take his place at
farm the

are

buildings
here,
Episcopal chapel and Mayo block,
nearing completion.
two

over

who has been at the Ames

regret to learn of
through a partial shock of paralysis.

Furthur reduction in the consumption

government and to economize conveniently for the purchase of the best investment

of these little

-...

unique opporonce to help their

The

j

Haynes DeLaittre.

Susie

a

Joy

were

A community sing will be held at the
Unitarian church on next Sunday evening. A Urge audience Unhoped for.

sons, who have

as

and

Snow and wife of Bluehill
guests of W. A. Kicker and w ife
Thursday night.

at the store.

ye did it unto one of the least of
these, ye did it unto me.”
much

year.

the

Harrington,

in

CONDITION

•••

Sta nley spent last week
niece, Mrs. O. W. Cousins.
Mr. tnrl Mrs. Fred Walls have been on
business trip of a week to Boston.

lheirienasor

us

Carl Ward well has been given the conthe school children for the

Josephine

spent two weeks
again at home.

1

*

home to

comes

land, where she will receive treatment tor

ill several days
and his wife has been doing double duty

ones

this end.

ment

coming

Winfred

and get first hand the story of their
sorrow, one feels that although this is a
time of doing without, we must sacrifice a
little more for these innocent sufferers.

every citito do so to invest

in war-savings and thrift stamps and
thereby help this nation to win this war.
The purchase of even a twenty-five cent
thrift stamp is a definite contribution to

“War-savings

of the entertainment.

Mr. and Mrs. Wans and

|

sent goes to the child chosen.
In some cities, Sunday school classes of

for the amount necessary.
To read of the great need

patriotic duty of

who is in

tract to carry

a

girls have adopted an orphan, and earn
the 10 cents per day for its support.
Sometimes
eight, ten or even twelve
people in a neighborhood club together

In an appeal to the farmers to put their
savings into government war savings certificates, Secretary of Agriculture Hous-

Fred Conner left Monday for Port-

Mrs.

with her

meet all necessary expense in distribution
of funds, tbus every penny of the amount

Appeals to Farmers.

summer.

Judge

port ion quarterly. The unpaid
by the French govern ent
and the 6 per cent, interest on it suffices to

!

Belfast,

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

the

OP~wXYn'£'~'-~

Harcock an
NoTica or Arroi,T»i«»t«

REPORT OF

payable.

Conner left Monday for
where she will remain during the

Misa Margaret

express their thanks to all who took part
or in any way contributed to the success

Mrs.

SatDeer

Isle.

her eyes.

balance is used

is costing them.

vance

the

recall

we

urday

after

Levine..Humoresque
Rachel Haynes
The instructor* of the Junior Red Cross

meagre amount
remarkable thrift

a

seems

similar

the

Hooper returned to Cystine
spending a few <lays in

H.

W.

Rubinstein."Thou art like unto a Flower"
Pessard.Concert Mazurka
Charlotte Whitcomb
Bohm..Glissaudo Mazurka

trying to keep their little
families together.
By paying 10 cents per day, or $36.50

Germany ig sacrificing hundreds of
thousands of men in a desperate effort to break t-e all.ed front in
France. Some gains nre bound to be
made by this massing of tremendous

at her home in

Posca.By the Sea
Hamer. .Vaise Impromptu
Marjorie Jellieon

Get ready for the third liberty loan.
The drive will begin April 6. The the twu young children in school.
allied armies are holding back the
To be an orphan, as you know, does
Hung. We must not fail them now. not mean the loss of both parents, and
these

Marguerite Hooper is spending the week
Oastine.

Nevin.Gondolier "Day in Venice"
Waltz

unremunerative business. Since his death
mother, little brother and herself
are
continuing this business, keeping

with

CA8T1NE.

Sorjussen.Norwegian

her

live and

Whitt Plains (AT. Y.) Argus.

—

.Varsovia
Alice Haynes
Grieg.An den Fruhling
Vanassc

is

The new loan will be for 83,000.000,
000 at 4 1-4 per cent.

Foster

De Leone.Boat Song
Turkish Patr I
Krentzlin.
Pauline Austin
Mozart.Minuet in E flat

The

Don’t forget to set your clock forward an hour to the new “daylight
Then
time’’ next Sunday evening.
go to bed by it.

Cadets' March

Welch.
Ruth

we reyour city, for answers. Recently
ceived Gabriel’s picture, and find him
a sweet-faced little lad.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 191S.

CHARLES W. HOPKINS.
Charles W. Hopkins, a Civil war veteran,
formerly of East Boston, Mass., died after
a brief illness from cerebral hemorrhage
at the home of his daughter, Dr. Louise H.
Meeker of No. 266 Post road, early Sunday
mor-’ing, March 17. He was born in
Buck sport, Maine, seventy-six years ago,
but lived for many years in Ellsworth,
and later in East Boston, where he was
with the firm of Frame A Patten, builders,
thirty-five years.
descendant of
was
a
Mr. Hopkins
Stephen Hopkins, and on his mother’s
side a member of the old IngersoU family,
of Salem, Mass. On the breaking out of
t he Civil war he was one of the first to
join, enlisting in the 26th Maine regiment
and serving under General Banks in the
Red river expedition. On the expiration
of his term of service, he re-enlisted and
remained with the Union army until th
close of the war. He was one of the famous six-footers of the Maine volunteers,
md until the day of his death, he was a
striking figure, straight as an arrow, with
Mr.
a fine hearing and military carriage.
Hopkins was an enthusiastic member of
the Grand Army of the republic, and a
member of Eastern S.ar lodge, 1. O. O. F.

Crammond.Waltz
Howard Higgins
Heins.Shepherd’s Dream

Some of your readinterested in

orphans.

JLqj<u JXottas.
STATE

was

America

pleasant experience.
Last year Mr. DeLsittre and 1 “adopted”

them

H. Tires, Editor and Mauager.

\V.

w ar

may not have become
these little orphans, and 1

ers

PUBLISHING CO

HANCOCK COUNTY

have received I do not

we

recently reading any article about the

ber

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

pleasing recital

Bank &tatrmrnt.

OBITUARY.

CortrsponTinuc

hM69
io

‘jgStl
3lll87

^_

Grot* Assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

X-.
'*

Admitted aaaeti,

lV,

LIABILITIES DEC.il, 1917.
eilu
Net unpaid loaaea,
#
«ici 1 a
Unearned premiums,
▲11 otber liaoilittes,
Jdt IF
Cask capital,
i,t)u It
*
Surplus over all liabllitiee.
Total

liabilities and surplus,
$8.'C. FEED JONES, Agent.
Ca.tine, Me

|I

Il

IJ II

*^11

When the mailorder house
M
town whose local merchants do
t.„ M
eertiee, tt fattens tie catalogue

CITY MK.KHNO.

UUU.N LX

to l»rlvers of
Increase Voted

„
S*1* 1

Klre learn*.
meeting of tbecity

T“*

WK8T FRANKLIN.
Dalton Keed and family are spending a
days at Camp Rest, East brook.
Charles Coombs has moved into Mrs.

govern-

"rid Monday evening, Alder-

"weacott presiding

few

absence of

in the

NEWS

Aldermen preaent. Brown,
Moore (2).
the
E »hl‘tng appeared before
of Ihe two drivers of the
niin behalf
in pay
requesting an increase
to fa fiO per day. The
per month
increase.
voted to grant the
chairman
Whiting also Iiaid that as
,
Hancock County Third Liberty
* ,be
received a comcommittee he bad
Htatc chairman atatcation from the
is the annlon April «, which
Mcthat

Emily

,vor.

Coombs’ hous-o.

Alice Ryder

Miss

?"„,roe,

visited friends
East brook several days last week.

Ilrd

are

Ire

at

Dunham and family of Eden
Mr. Dunham’s vacation.

here

during

Reua Coombs and Alice Ryder
are
spending the week-end at the home of
Mrs. Roy Bragdon in Ellsworth.
Miss Adah

Savage is at
and will teach
school here this spring.

entrance into the war,
and
acre to be held in every city
the country patriotic entertain0(

,

t0*U
—rente

Lloyd

our

Kenduskeag,

borne from
the grammar

Miss Oia Smith has gone to Castine for
third term’s work at the normal
school.

of some kind.
committee
The local

her

proposed having
some sixty voice*, which
Chorus of
it the recent ‘•community aing,”

Miss Nanoy Dyer of East brook was a
Mrs. Oliver Bragdon one day last

week.

Maynard Hodgkins has
family home from Lamoine,
have been daring the winter.

',Mte

moved
where

his

The Piano club is planning an entertainment to be held at the Orange hall
April 2, to consist of tableaux, “Girls of
many Nations,” songs, music, etc.
Gerald
MacKenzie of Bar Harbor is
visiting bis parents* Mr. and Mrs. MacKenzie.

allowed.
log, was
and fenceThe following pound-keepers
Ward 1, Irving
„,wrrs were appointed;
Walter P. Pio; ward
t,Closson; ward 2,
ward 4, William E.
^ y II, Salisbury;
Richardson; ward 6, Walter A. Bonaey.
Bond of Dorephua L. Fields tor ffiOO, aa
constable at large, waa presented and ac-

Telephones have been installed in the
residences of
Horaoe
Pettingell and
cepted.
of 1L II. Hmitb, city Norris Savage.
The guaranty bond
Mrs. Emily Coombs left
waa accepted.
Friday tor
treasurer, for fi,000
Washington, D. C., where she has a
Adjourned.
in
the
internal
revenue departposition

Franc*
FRANCK
3S, 1918
rancor!h soldier Boys’ Club:
I received your moat welcome box, and
was very much pleased to got it, especially
SOHKWHKRK

IN

Feb.
—

this moment when tohacr-o is so hard to
pt I wilt never forget Ibis kind favor,
wd may he some day I will be able to reit

urn it. Have seen none ot the Ellsworth
tup. We are in the trenches tor training,

hope I will be able to return to the

but

States soon.
Arthur L.
Sojjkwhkrb in

Kief.

Franck,
1, 1918

March
EUiwrtu

noy* uuo:
l will drop a tew lines to let you
that 1 received your box of gifts all
—

boiautr

know

right,

tod thank you and the boys very much
lor thinking of roe. 1 was pleased with

things 1 got, and thauk you all.
OWBM P. YOUZVO.

the

Hoys' Working Reserve.
to enlist at least *2,000
boys to go from the villages and cities to
work on the farms. The Junior Volunteers, the organization which did the work
Maine

it

asked

in Maine list year has been incorporated
in the national
organization. Farmers

employed Junior Volunteers last year
already w riting to make arrangements

who
are

for

help

from the

boys during the coming

inquiry should be adBoys’ Working Reserve,

Letters of

season.

dressed

to

the

House, Augusta.
Thu year, as last, the boys will be given
preliminary training on the Y. M. C. A.
farm at Wintbrop. No boy will be accepted who does not weigh at least 115
pounds and w ho ia not deemed to be
otherwise fitted for the work be will be
state

|I

called npou to do.
With few exceptions,
the boya will be between the ages of 16
Md21. Boys of 14 and 16 may be accepted,
but they must meet the
as

requirements

to

weight and strength.

ment.
most
;

Mrs. Coombs has been one of our
efficient teachers, and parents and

pupils

regret her

*

Condition

That Will Not Improve
Upon Itaolf.
In the
Spring the depressing conation that
many call spring fever
niton runs through families and

t^IKhborhoods.
This indefinite,

hard-to-describe
of poor health probably means

bat you are thin-blooded and anemic.

Jhausted thin blood gets thinner,
?*r vitality falls lower, poor appebecomes poorer. Then the thornghly exhausted system can no

nnger

resist,

ing illness
the

and
or

the prosserious disease.
on comes

to
the whole body; Peptiron, to
n®®1** nnd make rich red blood;
8
to rouse the liver to its
daily duties,—and the half's ^vaves to perfect health.
Jon eTer tri#d this potent
bination of 8pring medicines f
h is valuable in itself but is
trebly
_wh?> n»cd is this eombination as
•
*»gul*r course of treatment.

J'gnlar

his

East

brook, visited Mr. Wilbur's daughter,

Emily Coombs,

Mrs.
Delia
were

Wednesday. Mrs.
daughter of Ryefleld

Bunker aud
also

guests of Mrs. Coombs several

of

respo

clothing

idea

nooiy
for the Bel-

gian*. Especial mention is dne T.
tin and the Misses Austin who,
residents of the

not

taken

vacation

at

bis

home

in

P. Austhough

town, have always

“Cash-and-Carry” Prices

presented by the senior class of Stoninghigh school to a full house Friday
evening. The parts were well taken arid
the effort was a grand success. Specialties between acts were enjoyed —Natalie
and Helen Noyes in comic song, Frank
Webb and Austin Huntley in songs and
ton

Cut Costs To You!

local h its.

March 25.

C.

NORTH ORLAND.
Frank Trundy
visit In Surry.
Mrs.

F.

Dorothy were
Dodge Sunday.

Mrs.

Dunham,

Fred

W.

of

H

White,

W.

P.

who have

living here this winter, in the

ployment

have

em-

moved

back to their borne in Ellsworth Falls.

Mrs.

Mina Colby is visiting her cousin,
Grover Johnson, in Wells. Mrs.

Colby

will

Mrs.

be

visitor,

welcome

a

as

she is

sibly

experienced nurse, and while she is
making a friendly visit, Mr. Johnson and
children are having the measles.
an

County Agent

G.

N.

and State

Worden

enthusiastic

it

over

used to be

bb women

old-fashioned quilting bee.

March 25.

B.

Mrs. Ida

Ward well is in North

Brooks-

Rev. C. E. Carson.

ville at the home of

family are home from
Brooksville, where they have spent
the past two months.

Irving

.19

each,

Rising Star lodge, F. and A. M., atBaptist church in a body Sunday morning aud listened to an able sermon by the pastor, Rev. C. A. Smith. «

Swift’s

school

to-day.

tended the

the

ha* been taken in tbe

Old Town assistant.

All

teachers—Miss

same

Goss

size

March 25.

we

good

.15

for stew-

ing, lb,

.10 1-2

Ammonia, Parsons household,

can

.90

hot.

.10

Sal Soda, one of the best
cleansers known, lb,

$2.48
medium

.04

Oats, Purity brand,
large size pkg,
Tripe, pickled, lb,

Rolled

$1.24

Special Invitation!

I

.30

.25
.10

Come in this week and let the expert

demonstrator show you how to save money on cooking fats, by
using MAZOLA. Here’s real economy, without sacrificing

SOUND.

employment.
Harry Haynes of Somesville visher sister, Mrs. C. L. Murphy, Wed-

where she has

Echo.

bags,

Marrow Peas,

of

Myrtle Tinker has gone to Bangor,

Miss

very best

Shortening,
pail, each,

Woodlockk.

to the

work.

101b

Oleo, Swift’s Crown brand, lb,

Charleston, principal, and Miss Clifford of

gian relief work by Mrs Vianna York, an
invalid, seventy-seven years of age, who

March 25.

Salt, Worcester,

Beans, Manch Cranberry, lb,

buy, gal,
Swift's Shortening, large pail,

arrived from Clinton

with

valuable contributions

.22

began teaching in the Kay

and

the rural schools
begin to-day.
high school will reopen March 26,

Red Cross and Bel-

Washing Power, Swift, large
size pkg,
Molasses,

H. E. Perkins and

West

Saturday,

which show you what
lowered prices of the

Pick Liberally From These “Plums”

Management Specialist M. D. Jones
will demonstrate self-feeders for pigs at
Herbert Ginn's to-day.
Farmers here are
over an

“plums”

low under any other system.

Farm

as

another “basketful” of

surprising saving you are bound to make, under our
“Cash-and-Carry” system. Our opening days under this plan have been a
tremendous success. They have proved to the public that Real Money CAN be
saved in good slices, at Cash-and-Carry figures—and patrons have been delighted accordingly. We urge YOU to get the Cash-and-Carry habit at our
store. It’s a sure way for YOU to buy high-quality Groceries at prices impos-

daughter

and

guests of

Mr. and Mrs.
been

we announce

a

a

Johnson

A.

Below
from

has returned

Clark

a

made

See How

was given Miss Nash,
popular grammar school teacher, by
her friends Wednesday evening
Games
and music were enjoyed,
followed by
delicious refreshments. Congratulations
were extended by ail, and many
pretty and
useful gifts were given Miss Nash.
The drama, “Regiment of Two,” was

deep interest in its welfare. Recently they sent a large box of yarn
and nearly 200 yards of new cloth, and
this week sent a box of nearly 100 pounds
of clothing and bedding.
Much interest

has

Hbbcrtianunta.

the

Miss Bertha

citizens nere nave

to the collection

vaca-

Dexter.

days last week.
me

Paul

her

PENOBSCOT.

flavor

or

quality.

Mrs.

FRANKLIN.

Evelyn

Mrs.

Bunker is

Schools open for the

Dyer

Miss lx>la
tield and

is

ited

ill of tonsilitis.

spring

nesday.

April 1.
Cherry-

term

visiting in

vicinity.

Mrs. Lowell, Mrs. Garbett, Misses Marjorie Bragaon and lit lens Phillips visited

Bangor list week.
Mrs. Edwin F. Bartlett an
daughter
Mildred of Eastbrook have returned home,
after

spending tbe winter here.
Mrs. Alice Mathews of Cherryfleld and
Mrs. Sherman Libby of Tunk Pood were
guests of Mrs. Fred Donnell, Thursday.
Red

solicitors for

clothing
wero about town last week, and gathered
in over 600 pouuds for needy Belgians.
The

Cross

Wallace Lowell is home

from

E.

M. C.

8., Bucksport, for tbe Easter recess. He
is in the graduating class this year, and
entertainment

Red Cross

The

repeated Thursday night,
! the town hall.

ity

as a

Mrs. G. A.

will

be

28,

at

March

Tbe program

w

ill include

teacher.
B.

March 26.

Cora

from Town Hill, where she has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Ernest Hall.

Percy Winslow and family, who have
spent the winter here, have moved to their
home at Northeast Harbor.
H.
March 25.

the week-end with Mrs. C. F. Eaton.
Charles

F. Eaton, of Eaton & Co.,

returned from

a

business

trip

Philip Crockett
few

as

to Boston.

Abbott of Ellsworth
town this week on basiness.
Monteile

ness a

1

has been away

was

on

in

in

ployed

who

Aroostook

the

county

Small, druggist, who has
been confined to the house with the grip,

Philip

is out

W.

again.

Keginaid Noyes of Bowdoin college and
Norman Webb of Hebron academy are
spending their Easter vacations at their
homes here.

home

from Castine

Lyman Haskell visited his old home at
Little Deer Isle Friday and Saturday.

pond

or

spring—open

of

Signs

four miles down the

Reid of

Mr.

water

bay.

ing their

has moved

West Tremont

family into Orrin Gray’s house
the Condon road.

on

Sargentville

to-

Ella Condon

went to

the

day to begin

spring

Robert Carlisle and wife have returned
from Roston, where they have beeu visit-

some

his

term

of

past week.

the

son

William.

Agnes Cunningham was at East
Orland a few days recently, caring for
Francis Thompson, who was ill.
Mrs.

school.

Mrs.

L*

March 25.

EAST BLUEHILL.
son

Fred

born

was

Sunday, March 24, to

W. Cousins and wife.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
prices

in

Ellsworth
In Effect

48®55
Dairy butter, 1b.
40
Fresh eggs, dot.
28
Fowl, lb.
30
Chickens, tb.
Hay, loose, ton. *10**12

MAafclKD.;

CONDIGN—$TOVE*R—At
1

South Brooksville,
March l& bV Rev John Carson. Miss Ruth
Condon if Jfcmth- Brooksville to W Guy
Stover of North Brooksville.
North Bucksport,
At
CROSBY
GROSS
March 29. by Retr J E Blake. Mrs Annie M
Gross of Orland to Sewell M Crosby of
North Bucksport.
WIGHT—PERKINS—At Bangor, March 21,
by Rev H S Capron. Miss Beulah Wight to
Maynard N Perkins, both of Penobscot.
—

—

Warren York, who cut his fooT while
working in the woods March 16, is still

DiF.n.

35

Potatoes, pk.
Cabbage, tb.
Beets, lb.
Onions, ft
Carrots, lb

06
05

03
03

Squash, lb.
Turuips, ft.
Pumpkins, each.

05

02*«
10

D. Gray, who is commander of a
patrol boat, spent the weekend with his mother, Mrs. Ellen Gray.
Walter K. Carter, just returned from

Italy, spent
friends-

a

here.

days last week with
He was accompanied by
few

Miss Doris Hatch of Penobscot.
R-

atromisnnfni*.

Poor

Eyes

Mean Lost

Pleasure
Your greatest pleasure comes from
what you see. If your sight is poor,
ABk anyyour pleasures are limited.
one with poor eyes, then protect your
eyes to-day.
E

See

H. BAKER,

ABBOTT-At Verona. March 21, Capt Melvin
L Abbott, aged 67 years, 11 months.
EATON-At Stonington, March 20, Mrs Ida
May Eaton, aged 59 years. 6 months, 1 day.
HENDERSON —At Portland. March 16, Leon
8 Henderson, former'y of Bluehill. aged 20
years.

REED-At East Boston. March 25, Thelma E,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Charles Reed,
aged 1 year, 8
formerly of Ellsworth,
months.,
SARGENT—At

Ellsworth Falls, March 23,
Shirley Sargent, aged 16 years, 5 months.
STUBBS—At Bucksport, March 20, Mrs Orilla
P Stubbs, aged 81 years, 10 months, 20 days.
TUCKER—At Boston, March 9, Miss Melvina
of Bluehill, aged 76
8 Tucker, formerly
yeais, 5 mouths. 5 days.

at'bmiani.nud,

40*66

••

800*'1

A

00

40*50

Bauanas.• ••

FEW 8TAPLB8.

*4

Sugar, granulated, ft.
powdered.
yellow.
Cane sugar syrup, qt.
Coffee, lb.
Tea, ft.
Molasses, gal...
.• ••

14
10
80

28*35
50 670
75*90

roasts tb

....

High Grade Granite and Marble
MsMMtnts, Tablets and Markers
■Haworth and Bar Harbor, Mo.

BANGOR.
AM

steak lb.
Veal, ft.
Lamb, lb.
Hams.
Bacon.
Salt pork, ft.
Lard, lb.

40

45*60
34

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
*12
Flour, bbl.
4
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)
Shorts. *2 60 3*2
*2 80 9*8
Mixed feed and middlings.
3
Oats, bag, 24 bn.

34

00
00
70
60

Kt Desert

Fy.tlO 80 |6
Waukeag, S Fy. 10 86 5
Hancock. 10
Eranklin Road. 10
Wash’gt’n June. 11
Ellsworth.
11
Ellsworth Fall8.
.fll

89
47
08
10
15

S’icolin.fll 28
Hreen Lake. 11 87
Phillips Lake. fll 44
McKenzies.
Holden
11 51
Brewer Jane. 12 10
Bangor.ar .fl2 15

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnau
Work and Jobbing.
WORK; HONEST

PM

Portland.ar.
Boston via
Portsmouth ar.
Boston via.
Dover ar.

3fi.
4'.

5 46
f5
6
6
6

54.
IS_
22
27
f6 40
6 4k
f6 5<
fg M.

7 04.
7 24
f7 M.
PM

f5 66 *1 Ofl

....

am

f9 20 *4 4H.
am

11 00.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
pm
am
Portsmouth lv
*9 00.
Boston vis
Dover lv. f8 00
A

M

Portland.lv.fl2 26 f7 00
M

80
fS IQ.
Brewer June.
5 87 3 16
Holden.
5 67
8 36
McKenzies. f6 02
Phillips Lake. fg 04 f3 41.
Green Lake.
« 18
8 49
Nicolin.. fg 22 f8 57
Ellsworth Falls.
g 34
4 09
Ellsworth
g 41
4 14.
Wash’gt’n June. 6 55 427.
Franklin Road. f7 03 f4 86
Hancock.
7 11
4 44
Waukeag, £ Fy. 7 14 4 47
Mt Desert Fy
7 20 f4 56
...

j.

Sullivan..
Sorrento..
Bgr Harbor.. ar1.
1

t7 40
f8 10.
t8 45 f6 06

..

I

A

M

P

M

00

XUrncrUsnunua

clONEST

PM
|4 2.1.
4 55 .. ..

Bangor.lv.
20*35
35®50
20*40
25*40

PRICES

Twenty Years- Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

f

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
•
Daily. Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine,

Ellsworth Steam
All Kinds of Laundry Work.
Goods called

Special

for and delivered

attention to

parcel post work

h. B. ESTEY & CO.,
State Street,

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

...

Proprietors
Ellsworth. Ms

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Telephone 178-2.

Manufacturer and dealer in

TO

lar Harbor..lv.
9 45
iorrento..

P

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef,

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

H. W. DUNN

20,1918.

BAR HARBOR

..

Lemons, dot
Oranges, dot.

confined to the house.

coast

Jan.

iu’livan.

VEGETABLES.

FRUIT.

CARLISLE—At West Surry. March 9, to Mr
aud Mrs (luy Carlisle, a daughter.
COUSINS—At East Bluehill, March 24, to Mr
and Mrs Fred W Cousins, a son.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
KANE —At Brdoklin. March 18, to Mr aod Mrs
Mrs. Everett Snow spent several days
Wallace Kane, a son. (Russell Eugene 1
I MARSHALLr^At Southwest Harbor. March
last week in Bangor.
I 20, to Mr ^nd Mrs Elmer Marshall, a son.
mibb v/uigiey
Schools began Monday,
! RICH—At Bucksport. Feb 3. to Mr and Mrs
I
of Camden is teaching at the Cove.
Harris^PiWcfc, so*. ( Frank Homer. |
SMITH—At .Ellsworth, March 27, to Mr and
Mrs.
Roy Savage spent Sunday with
Mrs Earle SpiUh, %.80P
Savage at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank WEBBER—At Eiiswor'-b Falls. March 23, to
Mr and Mr«‘An4rewA‘Webber, a son.
Staples.

Olo Wellman has gone to the mines
in Bluebiil, where she has employment at
the boarding house.
The many friends of Miss Beulah Wight
will be interested to learn of her marriage
to Maynard Perkins at Bangor March 21.

retail

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Orcutt has

the

A

are

MARKETS.

BORN.

moved his family to
John Gray place at Cape Rosier.
C.
March 25.

Highty

Following
Lo-day:

Dollard, who has been ill,

improving.

have

Doctor of Optometry, 66 Oak Street,
Marjorie Salter, teacher of the
and you will see better
Ellsworth,
commercial department in Stonington
later with bis clear vision Eye Glasses
high school, 1a spending her vacation with
Mias

was

Mr. Cottle and family of Ellswort h Falls
been at their camp at Upper Patten

past

busi-

Mr. and Mrs. Alvab Conary, who have
spent the winter in Boston, returned home

is

em-

three years, is at home.

days.

Mrs. L. Marcus is an a business visit to
York and Boston.

E. Clark

Mrs. Howard

been

has

March 25.

New

W.

Tuesday.

Wendell Chatto,

KLLWSORTH

WEST KL.LS WORTH

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

large

Mrs. P.8. Knowiton of Deer Isle spent

Quality Grocer, Ellsworth

home

Alva

STOMNQTON.

J. A. HAYNES,

week-end

Wiggin spent the

Pre'.ty Marsh, the guest of Mrs.
Smallidge.
Miss Laura Tracy has returned
at

three

will give the class will.

half-sick, Spring-tired
nondition with that splendid course of
Thursday.

®«dieine—Hood’s Sarsaparilla,

spending

Mrs.

spending

is

husband in Boaton.
Mr.
Nichola is in the government inspection
service.
Prof. Omar Edes, principal, is

departure.

Chark-s Wilbur and two sons, Leslie and
Alonzo, and daughter, Mrs. Uoogins, of

several new numbers.
Southern Maine Pair Circuit.
The Hancock County agricultural soBoyd A Blaisdell, moderator of the reciety of Bluebtll is one of several fair as- cent town-meeting, kindly donated his
sociations of southern Maine that have fee for the day to the two church societies,
united in wbat is to be known as the for which they extend sincere thanks.
Southern Maine Bhore circuit. The other
Rov. M. A. Gordon of Smyrna Mills and
•••ociations in the circuit are the Waldo Frank E. Gott of tbe naval
reserve, who
***** association of Waldo, Unity Park
were called here by the serious illness of
**®ociation of Unity, the Belfast fair astheir mother, Mrs. F. P. Gott, returned
sociation, the Waldo and Penobscot agri- Saturday.
cultural association of Monroe, the North
W. H. Edminster, principal of the high
Kuox agricultural society of Union and
school, has been elected superintendent of
tbe Lincoln
of
association
fair
County
Hancock and La^•mariscotta. N. L. (Jrindell, secretary of Kastbrook, Franklin,
inoine district. He is a capable, consciihe Bluebill
association, is one of the di*
entious instructor, and should make an
rector»- The
purpose of this new circuit excellent txecutive.
to combine the
the
several
of
strength
Miss Barron of Augusta, soloist lor Proi.
counties and sections, that a greater intere»t may be taken in the pursuit of Wight's siugiug-class concert, Saturday
night was the Sunday guest of Mrs. D. L.
•Riculture in all its branches.
Tracey, leaving Monday for Cherryfleld
and Harrington to till engagements. Sun'i3bnti3rm£nu>
day afternoon at the Methodist church
service she was heard again, easily renewing the conquest of the evening before.
The work of
She is a pleasing vocalist.
the class demonstrated Prof. Wight’s abil-

HALF SICKJALF WELL

her

they

The Red Cross met with Mrs. Charles
Coombs last week, and will meet with
Mrs. Matbaursthis week.

dt«,

Ellsworth Hoya In France.
The Ellsworth Soldier Boy*’ club has
received the following letters from Ellsworth hoys with the American forces in

tion with

guest of

Hancock bail and aing patriotic
The
with an orchestra.
reng together
an able speaker for lbe
Satewill lurniah
that the board
traning- Ho requeated
Hancock nail for the occasion,
wss granted.
rse request
ol H°i» Danico, wife of
Claim l"r *‘d
aa dependent wife of soitremou Danico,
which waa presented by Mr. Whit-ret it

Vermont.

in

parents

A linen shower

John and Miss Eugenia V. Coombs
were visitors at liar Harbor
Monday.

(4),8ma",

her

Nichols, assistant,

N URSE
Hiss fl. Elizabeth

Googins,

St., Ellsworth
Telephone, 149*3

94 Franklin

StoftBStatial &artm.

ALICE
ESA'

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY HADE OF

ACCOUNTING AND
TYPEWRITING,
GKNKHAL CLKK1CAL WOKK.
AgentUnlon Hole Deposit A Trust Co., ol r*ortsnd, (or
furnishing Probate end Hsrety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter milEil
Cor. Mein end Water Hu. (over MocesSs Drag
men). Bilswertt. Me.

rliuin u»m «:.•*

> LIFETIME Of
SUFFERING
[

JMAKE FORTUNES

SOUND NEW CALL TO ARMS

URGE WHALE MEAT AS SUBSTITUTE FOR BEEF

BY SMUGGLING

Washington.—Soon there will he
liear.l, throughout the United States,
the living voices of such speakers as
Vice President Marshall, General Pershing. Speaker t'Vainp Clark, SecreIrles McAdoo, Baker arid Daniels. Senators
Borah, Lodge Lewis, Samuel
Gompera, Frank A. Vanderllp, ex Amhassador Gerard. Aunu Howard Shaw,
Carrie Chapman Cal and other noted
Americans, culling upon their countrymen to stand fast and do their utmost
In the cause of world freedom.
From across the sen there will come
messages from sueh notables as President Poincare Bnd General Joffre In
France. Lloyd-George, General Haig
and
Admiral
Beatty In
England.
D'Annunzio and Marconi In Italy, and
King Albert of the Belgians. They,
too. will speak In their own tones to
Sam's “hundred
at
million
Uncle
home.”
This unique and far-reaching campaign of patriotic appeal was originated, amfwill be carried out, by the
Nation's Forum, organized by Guy
Golterman, a St. Louts attorney. The
plan Includes the recording, by phonographic process, of flve-mlnute ad-

Traders Run Goods From Finland
Into

Prevented by “Fruit-a-tives"

Sweden.

Bringing

Enormous Returns.

The Wonderful Fruit Medicine
53 Maisos-netye St., Hull.
’‘In my opinion, no other medicine

BY FRONTIER UXITY

good as ‘Fruit-a-tives’ for
Indigestion and Constipation.
is

so

Haparanda Is the

For years, I suffered with these
dreaded diseases, trying all kinds of
treatments until I was told I was
incurable.
One day a friend told me to try
Lii>er
■Fruit-a-tives’
(or Fruit
Tablets). To my surprise, I found
this medicine gave immediate relief,
and in a short time I was all right
DONAT LALONDE
again”.
) 50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
I At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TTVB8
1
limited, OGDENSBCRG, N. Y.
I

New

Klondike

Sweden1*
Gold and

Dawson of
Where

Wine Flow Freely—Typ»cal
Nifiht Scene.

Russia.—The Tornea river
again and business is
good iu smugglers' haven. From fur
up In the Arctic tundra of Lapland
ice-filled Tornea bay, 3U
down
to
miles south of the circle, sledges
drawn by reindeer, dogs and ponies
are
crunching across the river by
night, laden to the runners with tea,
coffee, rubber and sugar, all bound for
Sweden, where they ure worth almost
their weight in gold.
Their sources are Russia and Finland, and their 'Immediate destination
BROOKLIN.
on the Swedish side of the
John Haparanda,
ha? bought
Edward
Trundy
Tomes' river, where ex-sailors, hotel
Freethey’s house and land.
waiters and a
typical collection of
Owen L. Flye has returned to Sedgw ick
frontier town types are making money
to teach.
hand over fist and drinking champagne
A. H. Mayo and wife have returned I fur breakfast.
from Ajo, Ariz., where they spent the
Haparanda is Swedish, as different
winter.
from war distracted and revolutionPrin Allen, w bo has spent the w inter in ridden Russiau Tornea as if it were
Florida and Worcester, Mass., came home hundreds of miles away, instead of
last week.
being separated only by u ten-minute
Miss Jennie Tyler and Mrs. Augustus
sleigh ride in winter and a ten-minute
Gross returned from Lynn, Mass., Tuesferry trip iu summer, across the mite
wide, salmon-filled river.
Haparanda
day.
is the Dawson of the new Klondike,
Mrs. W. H. Freethey ana Mr?. Alma
from sledges that
Bartlett, who have been very ill, are and its gold comes
slip by the Russian frontier guards,
better.
full of the commodities Sweden needs.
Elmer Leach and wife, who have been
It is nearly Arctic, and in the heart
Visiting at Addison, returned home
of winter, there is daylight only five
Thursday.
hours.
rJin tvane ana wire spent the week-end
Frontier Custom* Post.
at South
with Mrs. Kane's
Toruea,
Is frozen

j

Bluchill,

Before the

tiny village,

primary.

worth last

ing

auxiliary

to the

Red

of

the

Cross

proceeds

Red Croes

rooms

Thursday 415 pounds
Belgium.

at

Ells-

of cloth-

to bo sent to

W illiaru
Henderson
returned
from
Portland with the ,body of his brother

Leon,

who died in the

hospital

there Sat-

urday night, March 16, of pneumonia.
He had been employed on the railroad.
Leon Hendereon was the youngest son of
James Henderson and wife, who moved to
this town about live years ago from
Long
Island. He leaves besides hia parents
several brothers and sisters, who have the
of

sympathy
were

the

held at South

afternoon.
March 25.

community. Services
Bluebill Wednesday
Une Femme.

Douglass,

who has

been seri-

ously ill, is better.
Dudley Dolliver and
wall have been visiting here.
Mrs.

sons

Haparanda

was

a

a

of Sea-

shipments.

A. P. McFarland has received news of
the safe arrival of his son Gales in France.

j

|

j

Coffee that the Finnish agents sefor ten kroner a kilo (2.20 ;
Miss Edna Trim is in the Bar Harbor
pounds) brings 20 across the frontier,
hospital recovering from an operation for Small boys, muffled in great overcoats,
waddle across the river on skils with
appendicitis.
The G. R. C. met with Mr. and Mrs. rubber tires for automobiles w rapped i
Ralph Haynes for its annual meeting. around their waists—and rubber is the
Officers elected:
President, Mrs. A. P. most difficult of all commercial prodMcFarland; vice-presidents, Mrs. R. C. j ucts to obtain In Sweden. Its export
Douglass, Mrs. Edw. Whitmore; secretary from Russia Is forbidden.
and treasurer, Mrs. J. W. Remick.
nma/a rm*u.
U4/ ttiiiic
X.
March 25.
The smugglers are the richest, but
Haparanda's "Gay White Way”—the
MOUNT DESERT KERRY.
hotel—is Ailed always with other
a
week-end
Hugh McKay of Bangor was
spenders.
visitor at W. W. Jeluson’s.
Here is a typical picture of any
Harvard Carter is borne from Old Town, night in Haparanda when business is
where he has been teaching.
good on the Tornea. The coffee room
is crowded early. A Serbian “kappelMiss Elizabeth Jelhson, who closed her
melster” tunes up his violin. A young
school at Sullivan Friday, is home for two
Austrian with a bass viol and three
weeks.
vember 8 fought
German girls, with
Harvey Colby, wife and son Lester, of plump, smiling
of the orchestra, overwhelming OepjMai ,gifd> fb; A&eri'
Bangor, spent Tuesday night and Wednes- mandolins, the rest
ca’a first battle of th* Wg 'European
i'loin nH7>V* lo
play American ragtime. Swedish har- Wtir.
day at F. L. Colby’s.
^
Yfl yfju ,_yt
maids hurry about with champagne
March
The night Poiloai have, takes,‘their
25._C. ; and other wines. Just as expensive.
places a few yards' ajtefjt 'ilAp^ the
NORTH LAMOINE.
A young Swede, with a blank-lookfiled
The day
parapet.
Mrs. Harry Bordeaux of Somes Sound is
ing face, who has Just made 10,000
Into the dngonts for food aadirest.
kroner on a coffee deal, is spending it,
Visiting her mother, Mrs. Roland Carter.
A machine gun Is “rat-ta^-tat-lng” Its
buying for every one who will accept.
John Carter and Guy Lunt of Beech
evening tryout. All machine guns are
At a corner table, tipsy but dignified,
Hill were guests of Mrs. Roland Carter refrequently tested at night. A fainter
a group of Swedish officers stiffly recently.
"rat-tat-tat-tat” shows that the Boche
At the other
such
familiarity.
ject
Mrs. Maynard
Young was called to
Is doing It, too. A bright, fiery streak
are Russian officers, in civilian
tables
Southwest Harbor yesterday by the illa
small white
roars up nearby and
across from
have
who
slipped
clothes,
ness of her sister, Mrs. Robie Norwood.
floats gently down with an
make a night of parachute
Tornea
Ip
prohibition
Y.
March 25.
Incandescent flare lighting up No
It; Finnish smugglers, over for the Man’s Land for a hundred
yards
I same purpose, and perhaps a dozen around.
TRENTON.
Somebody saw a suspicious
I Englishmen, Americans or Frenchmen,
move beyond the wire, an officer exSchools begin April 8.
Just escaped from Russia’s troubles plained. The officer orders a few rifle
B. F. Jordan and son Arthur are at
and stopping until the night train foi
grenades fired as a warning to prowlhome for a few days.
Stockholm, all glad for a breath ol
ing Boches, perhaps trying to learn
Roy Davis and wife will go to Bar Har
gayety in a neutral town.
something or to cut the wire. The
bor next week for the season.
This is any night—but on “puncl
Pollu heads, silhouetting over the paradays,” the three days each month whet pet at Intervals against the blackness
Mrs. George Davis and children hav<
where Mr. Davis hai
to sell brandy and oth
Is
Bar
It
to
Harbor,
permitted
gone
beyond, “duck down” for an Instant
the line of sledges tha
er spirits,
employment.
while the grenades explode with cavcross the Tornea Is continuous, and it
March 25.
These missiles fly Into
ernous roars.
the bedlam of noises the ’’kappelmeis
a hundred pieces each and wipe out
cannot
maki
his
and
ter”
players
WORTH
HONK1
life for rods around.
CCJT TrilK OUT—IT W
So they make i
themselves beard.
DON’T MISS THIS. Col out this slip, en
More machine guns are tapping their
with 6c and mall it to Foley A Co ;
and join the crowd.
unanimous
warnings or having their “tryouts”
Ave, Chicago, 111., wrfuji
Iss Sheffield.ml
Too
wtl
.ddre»«
clearly.
iSu, nauie
here and there along the line. The
a trial
package com.loin
Lcei.e in return and
“Black Hand” Feud Killed Four.
to
Tar
Boche again, as If nervous, Is doing It,
Hone,
Oompou d,Pill.
more
deaths
Foley
Kidney
Philadelphia.—Four
cold, and croup;
too.
aide, and back, rheumati.ui
2.
to
have
been
claim
of
11.
a
total
making
and bladder ailment.
Nobody I* Trusted.
kidney
a whoi«.om.
hand”
feud
that
ha
“black
the
Tablet.,
ed
by
fUd Foley Cathartic
A half-hour follows without a single
?°B
and thoroughly clcanting CBt^?rt^cand .In.
In
(Pa.
Monongahela valley
raged
spark of fireworks. But It breaks out
WllL.n«.. Seadacb.
towns for the past seven years.
» Drug Store.
gieb bowel*.—Moor.
core

^Wood-

AmerlcaajMlffljftsug-

^esppratejv' gainst

|

|

clSw

L„b<.
ficka.hu.

“pmloo,

Edna Allen ia
recovering from

PqUu^Aftre

an

Lack of measles.

Il*

Nahum Leach of North
Bluehill |, Ti„,
iug Mr. and Mrs. Richard Uilea.
Mra. Alden Conary of
Bluehill F.n.
visited her daughter, Mra.
Leslie
last week.

Raymond Emerton

ojso««
|

|

and

Bluehill visited

Leon Bylve.,

leroyFly"^

A aurpriae party waa given
Sidney ft.
Fr,dlT evemn<f- An enjoyable ev«01"
was

K

passed.

!

Capl. Emory E. Dodge waa treated
toi
surprise Tuesday
j pleasant
afternoon,
when the men and
boys turned out
fitted tain fire-wood.
M,rch

_Xk.nophox.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Watson and Alvin Friend have
ment at Seaville.

emp|0,.

Mrs. L. H.

I

I
1

Sibley is visiting in Boaton
Washington, D. C,
Mra. Frank Day and daughter
Mario,,
are viaiting in Brockton, Maas.
Miaa Emily Candage of Bluehill ia
rip.
iting her aunt, Mra. Alec Briggs.
and

Howard haa moved to Seaville
employment with Roy Allen
Mra. W. A. Johnson and little
daughter
Harriet are visiting her parents at .ScaviU*
March IS.
0
Albert

where be baa

NORTH HANCOCK.
Robert

Kerr

of Calais

is

a

guest

at

|

Charles M. Martin’s.

Mutlan of Bangor is visiting Mias Sadie Muilan.
Miss Minnie

Mrs.

Mary

Laffin of

Ellsworth

is

j

visit-

ing George Laffin.
Miss

visiting

Havel Butler, of Green l^ite, u
her parents, Henry Butler sad

j

wife.

K. M. French of Otdtown
guest of James
Muilan.

was

a

Muilan and Mms

recent

badie

j

March 25.

j

M.

^
SUNSET.
Mrs. A.

J. Hrruall

chuiK:its for

a

few

still ill.

is

Angus Aunis is

at

from M«^i-

home

1

daya.

Rice has

Gsr'liner to
meet her husband, who has a few days’
from
Devens.
furlough
Camp
Mrs. Laura

gone

to

KAty Gulterman.
The body of Miss Harriet Raynes *s*
dresses by famous speaker*, ami the
brought here for interment. She was
delivering of these addresses through
ninety years of age, and lived here at
the medium of especially manufac- .Sunset
A few years ago sbe
many years.
which
machine*
magnify
ture^ talking
went to Hyde Park, Mass., to live with
the voice so that it will carry to the relatives.
farthest corner of a large hall, or eveu
March 22.
Sadie.
for blocks In the open air.
he
These talking machine* will
I.ailir* Can W**ar »>hur»
placed In theater*, hotel*, club*. *choolat** smaller after using Allen's Foothou*ea. chamber* of commerce, labor One
K**f. ihe
antiseptic pomler for swollen,
unions, Y. M. 0. A. headquarters. K. tender, aching feet. It makes walking % derelieves
corns and bunions f all pains,
light,
;
of O. rooms and other meeting place* and
gives rest and contort. Sold everywhere,
Don’t accept any $ubetitutr
throughout the country. Thus. In one l*c
Sample
FRKK. Address Allk.h 8. Ouhtud, LeRoy.
evening a hundred thousand AmeriN. Y.
cans may listen to the ringing tones of
a famous warrior or atate*nmn.
SMintisnnruft
The “master record*," made on
plute* of steel, will he preaerved for
BOSCH
EE*
8 GERMAN SYRUP
all time In archives at Washington.
Why use ordinary cough remedies,
when Hoarbee’s German Syrup haa
LARGE FEET GETS HIM OFF been used so successfully for fifty-two
years in all parts of tbe United States for
Negro I* Discharged From Army Be- congba, bronchitis, colds settled in tbe
cauM of Enormous Pedal Exthroat, especially lung troubles. It gives
tremities.
tbe patient a good night’s rest, free from
coughing, with easy expectoration in the
San
Antonio, Tex.—Private Ivey
morning, gives nature a chance V© soothe
Cleveland, negro. Twelfth company.
inflamed parts, throw off the disease,
Third battalion. One Hundred and Six- helping tha patient to regain hiaj health.
ty-fifth Depot brlgude, Camp Travis. Sold by Alexander's Pharmacy.
Is going back to the Brazos “bottoms,"
where shoes are not essential. He will
take with him an honorable discharge,
as he has the biggest feet of
any man
who ever trod the parade ground at
Travis.
He arrived at the camp
Camp
Does morning find you with a lame, stiff
wearing a pair of Xo. 14 brogans.
and aching book? Are you tired all tbe
which were too small.
By and by Cleveland’s No. 14"s be- time-flod works burden? Have you susgan to wear out. nnd army officers
pected your kidneys? Ellsworth people
tried to find a shoe to fit him. They
•udorse Doan’s Kidney Pills. You can
tried a pair of Xo. 12, double E shoes,
but Cleveland rwuld not begin ta get rely on their statements.
hi* feet In then*. Rather than go to
Mrs. T. P. McCarthy, Grant 91., says:
the exjiense of having shoes made at a UI have used Doan’s Kidney Pills on two
cost of $15 or $20. Private Ivey was
different occasions for kidney disorders,
given his honorable discharge.
and they certainly did as represented.

ALL WORN OUT

FATHER, HUSBAND AND SON
Loyal Woman Experience* War Hoc-

TURNING POINT IN THE WAR

ror*

Thrice and Knit*
Right On.

My

back

bothered

me

and

there

was

a

dull pain serosa my kidneys that made me
miserable and restless at night. In the
morning, I felt tired and worn out from

sleep. A friend advised nse to get
Doan’B Kidney Pills and I got a supply
from G. A. Parcher’s Drug Store and it
Helena. Mont.—Four wars hare tom was no time before the trouble disap{
the life of Mrs. W. C. Almon, hot she peared 1 gladly recommend Doan’s Kidstruggles bravely to do her bit In this ney Pills.”
Mrs. Almon.
the greatest straggle.
Price 60c, at all dealer*. IXni’t simply
who Is seventy-three years old. Is a ask fora kidney remedy —get Doan's Kidcitizen of Fairmont, Mont., and Is here ! ney Pills—the same that Mrs. McCarthy
visiting her son. W. S. Almon, Jr., a had. Foster-Mil burn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo*
prominent merchant.
j N. Y.
When she was two years old. her
father left their Illinois home to fight
He returned safely,
the, Mexicans.
but when the Civil war broke out he
again enlisted and was killed at Vicksburg. Mrs. Almon’* husband—then her
fiance—served in the same regiment.
Mrs. Almon was a Woman's Relief
corps leader during the Spanish war.
It matters not whether you have bad
giving both her money and her time to
f°r
Now she Is here to bid agonizing pains from rheumatism
the cause.
20
20 years or distressing twitching* for
goodby to her son who shortly goes
Hheuma is strong enough
to the front In the aviation corps. And weeks,
mighty and powerful enough to drive
she knits right on.
rheumatic poiaons from your body «u(i

Entry of United State* Came at Time
to

/

We,l'f

Monday.

Thrilling

1

<

p,„',r

LIGHTED BY STARRY BALLOON

j

PAK POINT.
Hem&n

Correspondent
Description
perience

frontier customs post.
The Kussiun froutier gendarmes were
vigilant and those who slipped through
from Finland with smuggled goods
were very few and far between, and j
there was less Incentive to smuggle. 1
for Sweden Imported freely from :
The war made Tor- j
across the seas.
nea
the rival of
Archangel and
Vladlvoatok as a port of entry Into
Russia.
Haparanda shared the gniu.
Business buildings of wood and a lurge
hotel that looks like a typical American small town hall sprang up almost
overnight. It is still growing.
The goose that lays the golden egg
that buys wine and keeps the poker
Finland,
games going lives over in
which, although short of food itself,
permits millions of kroner worth to
slip through every month.
A year ago a Swedish preacher, on
an Innocent mission, was shot by a
Russian frontier guard.
The trouble
that resulted led to almost complete !
laxity at the frontier, and now on j
any dark night scorea of sleighs slip
across the river, unmolested, and deposit their cargoes on the Swedish
side. Some of the goods go through
the Swedish customs houses, and the
duty Is paid. Even with the Swedish
duty there is tremendous profit on the

The St. Patrick mask ball at Odd Fellows hall Tuesday evening was a great
success.
The decorations of green and
white were very attractive.
The
will be for the Red Cross society.

war

but themselves.
Another period of silence except low
voices of men talking In “trench whispers." They've learned to “trenchGives
whisper" by constant practice. A Pollu
apologetically explained, as he rearof First Exranged his nest of black eggllke hand
at Front.
grenades on the trench shelf before him,
that American soldiers talked too loud
at firs?.
But they finally learned to
“pnrler doueement” he added.
The Boche Is active again. A flock
of hand grenades roar themselves Into
silence on the other side as fiery light
Night Watcher* Trust Nobody But streaks perform ares like Itoman canThemselves—Both Sides Watching
dles and then float gracefully down
the Flaring Bombing and Maunder their parachutes Into the Germnn wire.
A rifle grenade explodes
chine Gunning at Intervals.
half way across No Man's Land and
Boche machine guns take up the ture.
With the French Armies In the Field.
The Boche having told the French by
—Night life In a first-line trench haa I
the display that no German soldiers
Its little bag of thrills for the beginare prowling In this part of No Sinn's
ner.
there is silence again until time
Poilus say night trenches are monot- j Land,
makes things uncertain.
onous, but all Poilus have seen livelier
“The Boche has no reason to be
things than trench life.
nervous yet."
whispered an officer.
To
an
American correspondent, j
“Our first patrol goes out at 2 o'clock.
spending a first night on the fringe Would
you like to go along?"
of No Man's Land precisely as no
Patrolling is one of the milder gnmes
doubt hundreds of thousands of Ameriof hide and seek in No Man’s Land at
cans will before the end of the war, a
and It's something most ail
nocturnal trench has all the melodra- ! night
American trench soldiers will learn
mafic elements to keep up Interest and
before the war Is over.
drive monotony away.
Darkness
seems
to
settle down
NEW CRIMINAL
quickly over the frowsy, weedy, gray LONDON HAS
strip In front, which nobody owns and i
He Gives Poisoned Candy to the Womnobody treads In daylight.
an Conductors of the Mo1
A battery of
French
guns bark
torbuses.
sharply In the rear. Firefly flashes j
wink a mile behind the enemy's wire, j
London.—This city has a new kind
The French gunners are saying "Good
He will take rank with
night” to a Boche battery, and the dull ! of criminal.
the “ink squirter" of New Tork and
"boom,” “boom,” “boom”—then the
“Jack the Pepper." This newsqueal Of enemy steel above tell* you possibly
Unless un- est brand of criminal has been gtv- ;
the Boche is answering.
to woman conducforeseen things happen tonight, the j Ing poisoned candy
He Is described
tors of motorbuses.
gunners will “rest on their arms" un- I
middle aged, of gentlemanly appeartil daybreak. On “quiet” sectors like ! as
ance and suave speech.
this it often happens.
Several of his victims have been
With darkness down, the night shift
Is eating supper in their dugouts and j taken unconscious to hospitals, but all
a dozen young
rigging out In sheepskin jackets to j have recovered. At least
begin the silent night watch over the I women have received poisoned candy
from him and without exception they
The dugouts—corrugated
parapets.
have been taken violently ill soon aftsteel and sand-bag construction at iner eating it.
tervals a few yards back of the first
His custom Is to wait until he is the
line—-are smelly and dark, but filled
only passenger In the bus and then to
with life. Its human life and insect
open a box of chocolates and Invite
life, the latter making little difference
Usutlte conductor to lieip herself.
so long as steel and sandbags shed vaally tlie woman says she will, because
Men say they can get
grant shells.
candy Is scarce and costly in London
accustomed to Insects, but the bite of
and the conductors do not make heada shell Is different.
some wages.
He usually asks the inSign* or America.
tended victim to take as much as she
The correspondent found the Ineviwishes, and a moment or two aftertable American sign In these -pignuts
ward leaves the bus.
tonight. Penciled names on
All the women say they could Identien bunks suggested New Yoifcfe. East
fy him. The police are making a diliside, St. Louis, Cincinnati, BHUVatikee
gent search for him. but their search
and other purer
gested early settlers p6,„tt>A * prairies does not prevent him from carrying on
his operations.
There are thousands
of the middle West. In fact, It was In
of motorbuses Id London, and the field
the trench Just
outakljt jjdiat aonsmall
of operations is therefore large.
Nobody of American “Sammies”

NORTH BROOKUN

Mra. Timothy P.ttee i, in
heJl(h
Mra. Kale Qilea and infant
child are 11
Clarence Roberta returned
to w

--

again—both sides watching, flaring,
bombing, machine-gunning, suspicious
things in that uncanny black stretch
of No Man's I-and, fringed on each side
with night watchers who trust nobody

TELLS OF NIGHT
LIFE IN TRENCH

par-

ents, E. B. Simpson and wife.
The graded schools begin to-day, with
Miss Agnes Kane cf Sedgwick in the
grammar, and Miss Lizzie Gray of Surry

Brooklin

f

A movement to urge the people to eat whale meat as a substitute for
beef, lamb, and other victuals has been begun oy the American Museum of
Statistics submitted by this institution show that this
Natural History.
whale meat can be marketed for aboft 12^ cents a pound and is Just as
It has been used in Japan as a
tasty and nourishing as any other meat.
Should this
foodstuff for the past 20 years, and has proved satisfactory.
new eatable appeal to the American people it will undoubtedly result in a
tremendoua expansion in the whnib
industry.
»v,p
bnie.
The phototrreob

I

shipped

ynwwwf Union

over

NEWS

COUNTY

in the

WWltrn

COUNTY NU\Vs

Noted Orator* to Appeal In Own
Voices to “Hundred Million
at Home*."

Save France From Ca-

tastrophe.

Washington.—Historians alone will
be able, with the perspective of years
on this world war. to rate the effect of
American Intervention upon the heroic
French nation, said Dr. W. T. Foster,
one of a commission sent to France
to Inspect the work of the Bed Cross.
“It Is not exaggeration to say that,
had we not come In when we did, a
catastrophe might have happened In
France," he commented. “Last spring
there was a pessimistic feeling about
the war among the French. Their sacrifices had been enormous and the future offered little light.
“But the day the American Red
Cross officially started Its relief work
with the United States behind It. the
revival of the morale In the French
army and nation was Instantaneous
and profoundly Impressive.
I believe
It was a turning point In the war.”
Love or Draft?
Doctor Foster had ample opportuLos Angeles, Cal.—The war has
nity In the months he spent In France
caused a drop In the average age at
to form a sound opinion.
In every
which Los Angeles lovers marry from
lecture he gives upon Bed Cross work
to twenty-one years. Three
In France he tells his American audi- ; thirty-eight
! times as many youths unde? twentyences of the boundless gratitude the
one married here during 1917 as durFrench have for the relief given them.
ing any previous years, according to
It was the kind assistance that touchI figures Just compiled by Chief Mared them at the heart.
I
riage License Clerk Sparks.
■

I

loss of

ONLY

JL
MEDICINE WILL END

RHEUMATISM

abolish all

misery,

or

money bock

C. E. Alexander and all druggists sell
A
Rneuma on a no-cure-no-pay basis.
large bottle is inexpensive, and after you
take tbe small doee as directed once • day
for two days you should know that at
w
remedy tn*t
you have obtained a
conquer rheumatism.
For over flvo year* throughout Ameru*
by hrot
Hheuma has been
has release
and
minded

lwj

prescribed

physicians

thousands

from agony and despair.

amjrrn5cmtnt&.

tigal JSotict*

iTo#r*on*'ttitere#t«d
Hereinafter named:

in

T0*

«Mtr of the

es-

in and
uw*b*rf; eoort held at Ellsworth,
the fifth
*t,r.rHe rooniy of Hancock,ofon "or
!»rd
for ‘nf March, in tti* year
M
hundred and

eighteen.

nine

thousand

rffpR fo'lowing matter* having been pre
T.eied for the action thereupon herein
1 ^Strafed,

It 1* hereby ordered.

That

ifi«r:«Sereof be given to aofI this
persons iuterorder to be
copy
causing
successively in the
^'hJdihre* wreks
American, a newapap-r published
imtb
P.cmworth in
county, that they may
,{E t
probate court to be held at fills
of
a. d.
a

st n

April,
the second day
on
the forenoon, and
ten of the clock in
thereon if they see cause.

tPPfh
**1

*,!b!ard
*

Dunne, late of South Brooksville,
A certain Inatrucounty, uecensed.
8
to be the last will and testadeceased, together with petition
and for tt.e appointment
Snrobate thereofwithout
giving bond, pre
executor
Walter K. Harvey, the executor
u-

'ST
.turnortlng
•SJ, I^iri
T,",

by
Serein named.
late of Sullivan. In said
flellen B- Hodgkins,
A
certain Instrument
deceased.
ntv

will and testament
deceased, together with petition for
thereof ana for the appointment of
without giving bond, presented
M. Atherton, the executrix
las,

«o he the

•wirting

JfSJ
*Jn»te
Ceiecutrix
Eatberine
mr^io
y

named.

late of Rnllivan, in said
(t j Preble,
deceased. A certain Instrument purwill and tes'ameut of
the
be
flast
to
with petition for pro
deceased, together
thereof aud for the appointment of the
without giving bond, presented by
M. Atherton, che executrix therein

**t;
Stlnf
.id
mas

„l!atrix
Etherise
•toed

r ifD

Haddocks, late of Kllaworth, in said
deceased. A certain instrument pur

J«nt»
testament
to be the last will sad
with petition for
3 Mid* dr ceased,andtogether
for
the
of
appointaient
thereof
Trfibste
L#executrix without giving bond, presented
“'tor* Kstella Maddocks, the executrix

Sereio named.

Elvira T. Morris, late of Brooksville. In
widcounty, deceased. A certain instrument
sad testament
Mroorting to be the last will
deceased, together with petition for
•robaie thereof and for the appointment of
rxecutor without giving hood, presented
Jaltsn H Hooper, the executor therein

rfu7d
It

tamed

late o4 Caatloe, in aaid
Frank Hooper,
Petition that Gertrude
eoonty. deceased.
aooper or some other suitable person be apof the estate of taid deadministrator
wiBted
without giving bond, presented by
Gvrirude Hooper, daughter of said deceased.
John Oilpatrick. Ute of Lstuolne, In said

Second and final

coanty,deceased.

account

Hodgkins, adtnlxtisirator,
jtrwtxlemeut.
Blitbeo 8- Higgins, late of Kden. in said

filed

P.

«(Charles

toonty. deceased Record account of Albion
V. WailaC' executor, filed for settlement.
Eliphalet A. Lowell, late of Peaobacot, in
Final account of
md county, deceased.
loaer Lowe’I. executor, filed for settlement.
Mary C. Bod Sc k. late of Bar Harbor (forFirst
■criv Eden), iu aaid county, deceased.
aalitoai account of A Stroud Rodick, executor, Hied fer oettlemeut.
George 8. Hardi«on. late of Franklin, in
wd county, deceased. Petition filed by KuGreatt. administrator, that an order
naaed to distribute among the hetrs-at
bar of aaid deceased the amount remaining
is tae handa of aaid administrator, on the
xtiierceot of bia second account.

Kati

xktj

uott. laieor swan s

n

isiano, in said

Petition filed by Kva M
•oacty, deceased.
Bou, administratrix. for license to ae'l cera.G real estate of said deceased, situaUd iu
aid Swsi 's Island and more fully described
icuid petition
Agnes P. Danlco, late of Ellsworth. In said
Petition filed by Alice H.
total), deceased
Scott, administratrix, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased
situated in
aid KlUworib, and more fully described In
•aid petition.
William H Dav‘s. la e of Fden. in said conn*
Petition filed by I.aere H
ty. deceased
Deay mo Bert Young, executors of the
Iwt will and testament of said deceased, that
tar »mount of the inheritance tax on said es
Ute be determined by the judge of probate.
Mary ('. Kodick, laie of Bar Harbor, in said
cosaiy, decesa d. Petition filed by A. Btroud
Eodici. execoior of the last will and testa
aitai of sa.d d* ea<rd. that the amount of
the lob-ru .m
tax on said estate be deter
ained by tbe judge of probate.
Blitben S. Higgins, late of Kden. in said
ewatf. deceased
Petition filed by Albion
it
wall set. executor of the last will and
Utiameut of sc d deceased, praying that the
pna se n of the b u4 given by said Albion
* Wan ce Ak •* d e* -tutor
may be reduce ;
to one tb >u*-ud doiiais or a tch sutu rs t<*
to '.onorab e'• »uft seems
proper, as provided
lj rt»i*ei stSLutes, cnapier 77, seciiou 5
J»mts ** I>,ugl*ss. late of Urooksville. in
•sec ucty. deceased
Petition filed oy Oscar
L Tspl
d h ooksvlhr, executor of the last
will and tttiam- ut of «aid deceased,
praying
U»i tb Fidtit.v a- d
t«eKoau Coaipany ot
xsrviatd ma;. be discharged as surety Irons
*'* 'Ubhi ) fnr
an> lubst^umt nrescue* of
thr bond given
by the Said Oscar L. Tapey
Mtircai
tr.fi that he be allowed to subatt«

,»i)
laemro

wr*
ecu
,e

n.

a

«>,

d in an
out)
a, nop.hue
oy
.ti d
> revis'd

and with

sure

■

ijsrnard

Elorioge

8. Ureeley,
«*ed. Firm

late of Eden in said
and final accouut of

^rerl®y. ■<.minis'rau<r. tiled by
smma J
Greeley, adminhtrat lx of the esg* °* »“* Henry E. Ureeley. late of said
»»*n, decesad.

0i°n, late of Bucksport. in said
“ti^ceased.
First accouut of Theo
'I1mUh' idmiuistratoi, filed for settle-

r<m?,?
sent

^'n^hl.lco,x,h
b»hao‘1L

r*u

meet.

H'ooah

(’oasio*. late of Burry, in said
First

final

and

account

of

Withani. ai.mimatrator. filed for
a

Bracy, late o( Mount Otaert. iu
«*oeaaed. Kirat and final ac
^ ******* •*ecutor, tiled for

1“,“!»•
tttlemem

compod, late of Burry.
.^7d J' u ttham.
deceased. First and Hnal ac
1

Witham, guardlau, filed

U

V* (.irtodle, iba

person of unsound
said county. Third
u
8,uilb* *u*rd,“D’

^,**i>°rh

ccoiih*

^l!rm«2SSi0re
Ch»Ma«

ii

4

p

iaie

»id

oi

nurngr,

oar

jCuiDI}'
UnauJre‘l

Mceaisd. Petition filed by
!d«r
cnell, administrator, for license
o ar.i
estate of aaid deceased,
*° Stockton
Springs. Waldo county,
q u..
J1 ;n Harbor, in Hancock and in Lamoine,
aud more fully de
couniy.
*** ,u “*id
petition.
v
Robinson, late of the city, counNear York, deceased. Petiiou
Bartlett, administrator of
he nua
**4d d*c«ased, that the amount
•1 the ut
«*» said estate, be deby hv ,utlg® °r Prob*l«iu th
late of Eden
(now Bar
Urbon u **,d
county, deceased. First and
'n»i
°* J°bo b. Thomas, ad mints
rau,. Died
*<>r settlement.
v
CLARK, Judge of
fifth
ibis
•.** Ellsworth,
*b« year of our Lord
one
usand nine hundred and
eighteen.
Mullak- Acilng Register.
A

«ruln!Uc0ck
jua11!*
by.

«Ha»n*JkV.,?n?*9U*
JjJ?

U.,?ndt

•3d*\£E?TRAIID
dajolM1
tk0.":®''®b* ,ln

trustyE' E.

Ml—ti-CLASA

Mullan, Acting Register.

Insurant! Staltmmti.
CSKTTS BONDING
■OSTOH.

A

ins. CO.

MASS.

ASSETS DEC. *1. 1917.

(oc'oUJj'.
ShlVSS^'J*-.

««"U' £5“ **■ S«k,
'LrajEXf®*"

w

«b«,“?.?_»toUMl*'

>«du« ;L,i'roM.a.,8t8.
,lem* not admitted,

“""SoiKmt?”*'

z&sFT"’
1,1,1

#,« »»

ll,b"Uiee

liabllitiea,

and

95,301,568

58

59
99

41
80
71

95,005.254 06

DEC. II, 1917.

lo#***' Including

P

at
62

296,314 58

Admitted aaaela,

LIABILITIES

14.818
»
8.757301
529,822
779.413
2.873
48,298
174.049

aurplua,

62-

*mSJt
.sassi
871.lot 49
u

96.004,254 05

Atonia:
W *
a
*• L. MA SON, Eli.worth, Maine.
gD_ ABD
L. WARREN, Bncbaport, Maine.

C

At

pleasant, profitable experience. Large

bottle, small dose. 50c a bottle. For
sale by general storekeepers and druggists
Sample free. The "L. F."
Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
tain
Xtrsl Hoticra,
To all persons intemtM in either of the «•
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at EUawoYth, i a and
for the county of Hancock, on the twelfth
day of Match, in the ve*r of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
eighteen,
and by adjournment from the fifth day <*
March a d. Hid.

following matters
for the action
THEeented
indicated, it
afier
notice

in

having been »re~
thereupon herein-

hereby

ordered: TbWt
given to all person* tutoreeted. by cau»tng a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively i® the
An»«rtcan, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in ssid
county, that they may
appear at a probate rouet to he held at fUlsworth
on
the second day of ApiiL, a. d.
IBIS, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and he beard thereon if they see cause.
Elizabeth A. Jellison, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. A certain Inst foment
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, toge.her with petitfcou for
probate thereof and for the sppointroent of
the executrix without giving bond, presented
by Brrtba Joy Thompson, the executrix
therein named.
(ieorge K. Ptfleld. iate of Ellsworth. *n said
county, deceased. A certain inatrankent par
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for tbe appointment of the
executrix without giving bond, presented by
Haiah C. (irows, tbe executrix there o named.
Witness. BERTH\ND B. CLARK, Judge of
said Court,
at
K Uworth. this twelfth
day of MatcH. in the year of our l.ord one
thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
CURA K. Mullah. Acting Register.
A true
copy.
Attest:—cu«a E. Mullah. Acting Register.
thereof be

R,IilT0rth

loan

persons

interested in either «r the

es-

tates hereinafter named:
At a probate oourt held at Ellswor h. in and
lor the
county of Hancock, on the niue
teenth day off
March. In the year of our
Lord o >« thousand niue hundred and eight-

teen.

in vacation.

rPUK following mat'ers having been pre
sented for the ac'tou thereapou herein1
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
That
notice thereof be given to all p re <o inter
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in aaid county, that they may
appear at a probate cou t to be held at Elia
on
the ninth day
of
worth,
April, a.
d. 1918. at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see cause.

Henry Saylea, late of Eden (now Bar Har

bor). in aaid oounty, deceased. A or-rt*in instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament and the codicils of aaid deceas-d.
together with petition for probate thereof
nod for the
appointment of the executor
w thout giving a surety
or sureties on hia
bond, presented by Frederic 8. Goodwin, one
of the executors therein named, George Tappan Francis, the other execu'or named in
said will, having declined to serve.
William H- Davis, late of Bar Harbor, in
s-id county, deceased. First account of Luere
B. D aay aud Bert H. Young, esecutors, hied
tor settlement.
Julia L. Kills, late of Westchester, N w
Van
Petition Bi d by A
York, deceased.
Horne Ell a, executor aud devisee, that the
amount of the it heritauce tax on said estate
oe determine'* by the Judge of probate.
Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
said Court at Kliawortb. this ninett-euib
day of March, in tbe year of our Lora one
thousand niue hundred aud eighteen.
Cuha K. McLLAN, Acting Register.
A true cop*.
.Attest: —* laia

E

Mot.US,

At PER

Acting Register.

NOTICE.

V I Nfl contracted wi« to he City of Ellscrib to support and care for those who
may need Assistance during live years beginning Jau. I, 1915, and are legal residents of
Ellsworth. I forbid all persons trustiug them
on my account, as there is plenty of room an
accommodations to care for them at the City
AutiiOH B. Mitchkll.
Farm bouse.
V A

j i

v*

Insurance jstatrimnts.
United states Branch of toe
UNION MARINE INS CO. LT D.,
OP LIVERPOOL, RNULAND.

AS8ET8 DEC. 81, 1917.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office aud bank.
Agenta’ balances,
Bills receivable,
In crest and rents,
AH other assets,

$875 9H8 22
l.VJ.ffcH til
320,547 75
170 42
10.017 97
111.581 (g

Gross assets.
not admitted,

$1,477,174
146,357

73
66

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES, DEC. 81,
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned p-emiums,
All other liabilities,
cash capital,
Surplus over all liabili ies,

$1,330,817

07

Deduct items

1917.

$471,593 59
166.457 86
54,000 00
200 000 00
435,765 62

$1,830,817 07
Total liabilities and surplus.
WM. E. WHI NNG Agent.
Ellsworth. Me.
CASUALTY

KB3NK.

N.

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1917.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

200 00
44,500 00
97,161 25

*

Stocks and bonds,
Cash In office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
interest and rents,
All other assets,

$1,667,166 63

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$2,1704129 86
64,079 63

1124117 82
349,026 70
12.640 66
29,186 14

Admitted assets,
$2,106,790 22
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1917.
Net unpaid losses,
$111,944 86
964,58107,
Unearned premiums.
187,678 81
All other ?labilities,
500,1*0 00
Cash capital.
98
402,606
all
over
liabilities,
Surplus
^
$2,106,790 22
Total liabilities and surplus,

MORTELL, Agent.
Bluehiil, Me.

JAMES R.

Whose
That

years

do

a

ierone

two-score.
is, we should

judge

the way

so,

she

performs,

health.

For she rushes around regardless of storms.
And keeps us all working iu this aud that
way,
Now she's

come

to

birthday—that’s

a

Young and wife.

Mrs. J. O. Conary has gone to Sangervtlle, where she has employment.
William Lord of Surry, wbo is visiting
his brother Howard, is much improved in

slater belongs to the corps
umber m*>re than
yet

not

Harold Billings has returned from North
Penobscot, where be has been visiting

what

relatives.

they ssy.

John O. Conary has enrolled in the

BEECHAM3
PILLS
Largest Sale of Any Medirinr i.i tS# IV *rliL
*.
Sold everywhere. In boaee, 10c.,
The piay,

Friday evening of last week.

“Teddy,

Runaways.”

the

or

was

well

rendered, each member acting hie part
aa though in real life.
Texana surely bad
some rihhona.
Much credit la due Mrs.
Nellie Robbina for her tireleaa efforts in

coaching

play.

the class in tbe

ELOC.

March 25.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
John Thurston lost
this week.

mer-

and Malcom ti. Allen

Charles

horse

valuable

a

in

were

Bangor Monday.
School opened Monday, with Cora Henteacher.
Miae Amelia Grant spent Sunday with

rickBon

Brooklin.

her sister at

Roy Allen and Curtis Young
Ellsworth Wednesday.

were

in

Nevella has been visiting
daughter at Sedgwick.
Mr. and Mtb. Lawrence Grindle of East

Mrs. E. E.
her

Bluehill

visiting in towD.

are

Alley and Eva Marks apent
Bluehill.

Mrs. Cora

the week-end at East

Kollo Cioaeon ot tbe Ridge speDt
past week in town with relatives.
Mrs. Gage Grindle of Northeast Harbor
spent the week-end with her brother,
CuBtia Young.
X.
March 25.
Mrs.

the

BUCKSPORT.
P., widow of Aaron Stubbs, died
at the home of ber daughter, Mrs. Albert
Eldridge, Wednesday, March 20, at the
Mrs. Stubba was
age of eighty-one years.
a native of Bucksport, a daughter of the
Prudence Curtia ot
late Newton and
Orilla

Buckaport

Center.

She

a

was

moat

woman, and greatly beloved
family and many friends. She

estimable

by

ber

been

bad

Episcopal
is

of the

member

a

church

survived by

for

one aon

Methodist

many years. She
and one daughter,

Percival Stubbs and Mrs. Eldridge, both
of Bucksport, and one brother and one

sister, Frank Curtia of Buckaport Center,
and Mrs. Ellen Chick ot Cambridge, Maas.

WILL MAKE HIS NEXT REGULAR VISIT TO

traveling cranes are being put up
nearby.
The boring machines which are to
be made on the planers can handle a
cannon 38 feet long and having a cali-

Ellsworth, Me.,
AND BE AT THE

ber <»f 14 or 1(5 Inches, close to the
limit of heavy ordinance.
In addition these machines are to be
used for boring the shafting needed by

HANCOCK

A_A_A_AAAAAAAAAAA

A. -A-A-A—A

|
|

PLANS TO DROP BOMBS
NEAR DAD'S OLD HOME

j;

A

A

l

jj:

t•

*'
r'

{;
!•

j;
t■

“God

bless

you,

sou.

I’m

proud of you."
Lehrbass's father was bom In
Berlin, but came to America with
his parents when only four years
old.

j;
t.

j;
j.

j;
i.

j:

Girl Yell Leader.

Berkeley. Cal.—The Junior class at
the University of California has shattered all precedent by electing a girl
She Is Miss Marion
as yell leader.
Sutton, and she received more than
twice as many votes as her male adF. White, who declares
versary, J.
that many of the men of the claw*
threw him down at the polls.

%

HOUSE

ONE DAY ONLY

PERSONAL ATTENTION

destroyers.
Several thousand of the shell making machines have been produced.
Each of these machines can turn and
bore a shell in from 15 to 20 minutes
and Is usually run 24 hours a day.
One company has Just placed an order for more than 100 of these machines, a second ordered 75, and a
third 80.
They make the American 8 and 8inch shells and the British 9.2-iiich
shells.
The French are the same size as the
American.
These machines turn out shells that
are meant only for high explosives.
The shop in which these machines
are being made was built in 18 days
and great speed has marked every step
The machines weigh ten
in the work.
tons each and are sold at $3,000. They
are to be turned out in immense numbers during the next few mouths.

Specialist

Dr; Barbrick

Can Handle Big Cannon.
Each of the planers costs $85,000.
As all the material upon which they
work will be extremely heavy two

j1

PBOVIDBNCB, B. I.

and

following poem read in honor of the
birthday of Mrs. Elixa Herrick:

indicate buoyant health. When
the eyes are dull, liver and bowels need regulating. Quickly
restore healthy conditions with
a dose or two —in time —of

Boston’s Master

sage was:

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1917.

served

were

the

Bright Eyes

The Sick Examined Free

60

KHOUK ISLAND INS. CO.

Saturday

refreshments

1

L

Capt. P. P. Stinson, who has been very
ill, is improving.
Percy Young is visiting his parents,

|

i■

321

on

S

j;

Total liabilities and surplus.
J. A. CUNNINGHAM.
Ellsworth, Me.

5

James F. Carey has gone to Boston
business.

|

$148.952 33
Agent.

$154,27393

Gross asse's,
Dednct items not admitted,

8.

EAST SURRY.
Harvey Treworgy is visiting in Bluehitl.

J

jj;

Interest and rents,
All other assets.

both the

furnished

active center for the manufacture of Ttey say she cun turnoff a blglMi.f work,
chant marine and left for Boston to go on
machinery for smashing Von Hinden- And she never allows h-r scissors to shirk. hoard a
training ship.
She cuts out pijamaa by dozens and scores,
burg’s defenses.
Howard Young visited his parents reThe “first of the newly Invented And works every minute, both out aud in
-doers.
cently, arriving in the morning and leavmnebhr's being made here Is a lathe j
ing on the noon train faY Fort McKinley,
which 'turns and bores shells with ex- ; She’s ready to beif* in “any old way,”
where he is training.
• It’s hard to keep
xp with her—'that’s what they
treme "speed. The accord Is a'machine
1)ALT.
March 25.
*»y.
for boring big guns of any size or
SEDGWICK.
length. and the third Is a planer of Theyway ff weVl asked her, she’d m*d« us
a pie,
Mrs. H. O. Young is very ill of acute
record-breaking size. The ..planer Is I
liullt of concrete and Iron and Is the And never have bothered to ask us why
and peritonitis.
We didn’t get some one else to matte it, indigestion
first metal-working machine that has
Arthur Parker, who has been confined
But come right along to ihe corps a up tvke it,
ewer been built of That combination*.
N<n (hinging that she’d be the “wbote show” to the house two weeks, is still quite ill of
It Is the biggest madidne of Its kind la
to-day.
pleurisy.
the’world.
Because it1* March ninth-that’s wrbttt they
Mitre Harrietfte Cole has been called to
Thp.se marfclnes »re so 'unusual In I
*»yNorth Brooklin in the capacity of her
construction, and ran be built with Tow herd's to the health of tbe “Red Cross
j
profession as nurse.
such speed that the methods of manuhead*’
M*i*ss Elizabeth Husband is at home for
facture have attracted wide attention After all she has beard aisun. what “they
two weeks’ vacation from Brooklin, where
said.’*
among experts.
the is teaching in the high school.
1 "May her future bold many birthdays more,
oaves
wo
cars
L/ciay.
; Which we’ll gladly celebrate iu the corps.
Mrs. Frank Staples of Brooklin was in
Machinery used for war purposes We hope she’ll accent these Jtaes to-day.
t®wn several days last week, called here
formerly was made so alowly that It And not be offended at “wha# they say.”
by the ittneda of her aunt, Mrs. Young.
would he Impossible to supply with it
the present demand far quick conCapt. Frank Johuson of New London,
J. G. Grattan and t«o drill-runners
struction.
An attempt to build the
from tbe Sulliva-n Machine Co. of Chicago, C’onn., came Saturday last to visit his
big planer of iron, according to regu- : are iu town to operate bbe diamond drills mother, Mrs. Sopbrouta Johnson, who is
at H. G. Young's for the wiuter.
lation methods, would have meant a
at the copper mines.
Thj senior class of the Sedgwick high
delay of at least two years.
Itev. J. W. Beach gave a a entertainingThe machine for boring guns is 88
and instructive lecture at the Congregn- school gave a dramatic entertainment
feet long aud weighs 60 tons. But It
! tioncl vestry, Sunday ereojng,OD the subcan be placed iu the mammoth
“IT sckt DOKS THE WORK”
planer, ject of Turkey. The lectu re was the third
which has it bed 184 feet long and
f hangewble weather
and wet feet make
of a course to be given, a nd was beauCiMarch a dangerous month for coughs, cold,
•weighs much more ‘than 2^00,000 fatty illustrated by stereo ptiooa views,
Be prepared to
oroup and whoopi g coughI
pounds.
get prompt relief. Don’t let a cold run into
i A reception and ball i,n honor of the ■«'rioua
sickness. Mrs. W. H. Thornton, 3528
The Inventor of the machines is
boy*; recently accepted in the selective W. 10th St., Little Hock. Ark., writer “My
Tittle boy had a severe attack of croup and I
I.ucien L Yeomans, a nephew of Grover !
draft, W8B given iu the t own hull Friday I honestly believe he would have died if it had
Cleveland. He is the only machinist
not been for Foley's Honey and Tar.
Two
evw ing, under the auspi ces of the Army
doses relieved him. I would
the family has produced since the
ot be without
ana Navy club. Post ms ster Harry HinckIt at. anv^rlce
Moore’s Drug Store.
when
one
of his ancestors made
days
muskets for the Kevohitionary army.
Four of the big planes are being
built and one is almost finished, although the drawings for it were not
Instead i_
ready until Christmas day.
of requiring two years for the work,
the first machine will be working within two months from the time Its foundations were dug.

$148,952 33
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1917.
Net unpaid losses,
# 11.834 5_
6,275 03
Unearned premiums,
6.226 02
All other liabilities.
100.000 00
Cash capital,
26,117 70
Surplus over all liabilities,

Agents’balance*,

was

March 25.

Butler much appreciates the efforts
iu making this so
pleasant an occasion. The
preceding

Thej say there's

Madison, Wis.—“I’m going to j!
fly back to Berlin, where you J;
a
came from, dad, and drop
*
bomb somewhere near your old
*
home.”
That’s the way Lloyd A. Lehr- j;
bass, a student In the course In «•
Journalism at the State Unlver- j;
slty, Informed his father that he «
had enlisted In the aviation ser- ji
vice of the United States Army, «
The father's reply to the mes- j!

2.446 88
1.308 78
2,500 00

Music for

by the
orchestra, assisted by A. P.
academy
Atherton, A. M. Moor and J. H. Osgood.

Mrs.

“Chicago.—While the en’tre country
has been clamoring for quicker action
*u furnishing munitions for war
parposes, Chicagoans have b«ei quietly
the
■solving
problem of bow to produce
the maximum number of big guns and
shells In the shortest possible time.
As a result, Chicago has become an

CO.

H.

sixty coujrfes.
reception and dance

of her sister member*

Built of Concrete and Iron.

..■11

^J’EKKLKHS

served and the hail cleared for

about

othtr member of tbe committee.

1

were

dancing. Levi Gillis and Miss Grace Littlefield led the grand march, followed by

regular meeting

the

March 16, the ladies of the James A. Garfield relief corps celebrated the birt hday
of the corps president, Mrs. Alice Butler.
While refreshments were being served, a
poem, written by one of the ladies of the
corps for this birthday, was read, and a
song composed by one of tbe program
committee was rendered as a solo by an-

SOLVES THE SPEED PROBLEM

a

ments

BIRTHDAY PARTY.

the close of

BM'fttfsnjimtft.

delivered

BLUE HILL.
RELIEF CORPS

Help

now

^WUemtut

MACHINES SPOUT
SHELLS AND GUNS

Why that miserable feeling that almost
makes you hate yourself—that makes
Monster Creations of Steel and
you poor company for anyone?
Concrete to
Crush
Usually an upset digestive system—
for one thing is certain, you can’t feel
Kaiser.
/
blue if you are feeling right Set
your i
bouse in order! Get your head dear, I
your stomach working right, your
liver active, your bowels
regular, and
the blues will take care of themselves.
For more than 60 years The True
*'L. F.” ATWOOD'S Medicine has
Lath* Turn* and Bore* Sheila With
been the standard in local households
for just such troubles. Try it! It is
Extreme Rapidity—Giant Planer
inexpensive and, in the light of others,
First Metal Working Machine

this honorable
slat ute«, cd p*

*
I n .1 aud
Ajiusts Barnard late of
Bucfcaport. iu said
Watt), dcl eased
hirsi accouut of Charlutte
»
and JulU W. Barnard, executors,
■**" for
settlemvi t.

wioty.dtc»

WHY DO YOU HAVE
THE BLUES?

ley presided. Five* minute speeches were
hy Prof. C. C. Phillips, Rev. J. W.
Beach, Judge F. B. Snow and Rev. R. M.
Pratt on. The hall was finely decorated by
A. M. Moor. After the speaking, refresh-

COUNTV KIVS

Wednesday, April 3

DR. BARBRICK WILL POSITIVELY
BE IN ATTENDANCE AND WILL
PERSONALLY CONSULT WITH
AND EXAMINE ALL CASES.

HOURS:

10 a. m.to8 p. m.
Are Yob Sick?

FREE TO THE SICK

-—

-

to

Are Yon S»ffa<-4n„o

get well because of

inVro^r

Dr.Barbrick will find Your Disease

and to accommodate the many who were unable to Kie him during his Drevinns xriojf.
tinue his Free Offer and give to all who call en him during this visit his comffieto
and full diagnosis together with all office services required by the case
Absolutely Free of

evtn^V°n"
03
Fhar.l«

DISEASES TREATED
To those unacquainted with the great worl
carried ati5>j Dr. Hai brick, the reach and rang
of his system Hi treatment and ita atlmirabh
adaption to the needs of every class of invalid
may be Indicated by the diversity of diaeaaei
excepted for treatment.
Tho symptoms and cons©
fMTAPPU
1/ < Mil fill quences or which are too wei
Inown to repeat,.
or Complete.
Ar<
r'CACMCOQ Partial
jj-dlllLOO you warned by ringing aoisej
ill tho ears of the extension of the catarrha!
inflammation to the hearing?
of appetite, bloating ol
HVCDCDCM Loss
U 1 OrLlOIH the stomach or any of th«
f rius.of catarrhal inflammation of the digestive organs.
DOnKPLHTiO Hacking congh, pain In th«
I lu dhett; loss or flesh, etc.
mUCIJIIDTinil B*ve you been warned
Qf the approach by a
LiUnui) lYlr I
persistent cough, alight Sweats or Ham
«rr hagee f
A^TUMA T)o you suffer from »r oppressed

CaUnbnl

!Un

AO I niflM

feeling, choking or smothering
hreatkmg?

sensation mid difficult

HEART DISEASES a*
palpitation.

fluttering

or

KIDNEY DISEASES
puffiaeaa under the
urination.
swelling Of the feet and

eyes,

lrequunt

LIVER DISEASES SiftViSWSa
feeling of lassitude and
constipation,etc.

NERVOUS
DISEASES
A-ielaucholia, impair-*!

miserable without

intellect, unhappy

and

reason.

DUniUATICII Acute or chroaie, so use annLUmMI loin ter, articular or sciatic,

for which other trealcaents

BLOOD
DISEASES
ulcers and foul humors.

proved unavailing.

blood

poison, soree,

SKIN
DISEASES
hair
affections.
and

scalp

CANCERS, TUMORS

without the knife.
■%

■

a

■

growths

treated

Wonderful X Ray Exrminations FREE

BARRRICK will have with him his Special44 X
RAY” outfit and Electrical Examining Machine* and
Instruments for examining the
jIom, Throat, Lungs, Heart, lllood, etc., and will
Eye, Ear,
give these remarkable examinations absolutely Free to all who call on him
this visit. The above
allows the Doctor making X Kay Examinationduring
photo
of Lungs as uu Aid to
Diagnosis.

DR.

READ HIS CREDENTIALS
For the benefit of those who
may not know
him well, the following credentials will enable the patient to judge whether the Doctor
is qualified to cure him or not.

J. FRASER

BARBRICK, M. 0.

Physician, Surgeon and Specialist.

For seven
Teacher and Professor in the California
Eclectic Medical College. Graduate Cincinnati, 1893: Atlanta, 1900; Los Angeles, 1910;
Post Graduate New York Policlinic, 1901-2;
N. Y. P.
1907-8; Edinburg, London and
Paris, 1912; Vienna and Harvard, 1913. ExPresident and member of various medical and
scientific societies. As a Teacher,Writer and
Specialist his reputation is international.

pin

For the

Hopeless

He especially invites those who
have
triod other treatments and
failed; those
who are now
treating month after month
without help, continuing to treat
because
of false
encouragement; those who suiT'e
from any MALADY which has been
pnounced INCUBABLK, and
people w! a
have been told that they had Conoun:
tion, Heart Trouble, Nervous Weakness,
or any disease, are all
invited to call and
place themselves under his care during
this visit, and taae
advantage of tha
f ree Off er.

a

reimanem Aonress ana

uooraioiy, ziu hnawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass,
In Bangor at the Penobscot Exchange Hotel Mon. and Tues., April t and 2

SbbtrtitBcmins

Public

To The
It is

clearly

a

systematic I

cial
at

the

adventure

proposed

should

nitude is bound to become one of
significance in the end, for it is
act

of the

•

expense to the State and to tb<
o

stanc

uncnallenged and unopposed.
A question of this character and mag-

Legislature that State

ship and development

of

water

politics, I
only by
owner-

powers

State

and

gam. The
State
the
must

there

to the

powers, and feel that the time has come
when their aide of the case, their conviction* and their reasons for them, should

commer-

may be
be
many

presented

be

with

vigor,

accuracy and

be
will
thoroughness.
final judgment
They believe themselves to be neither
registered not through prejneither more
udice, corporate influence or pride of timia nor unduly aggressive,
selfish than those who hold conopinion based upon superficial knowledge, nor less
this same subject,
but only through a deliberate and careful trary opinions upon
and believe that the people of Maine will
study of all phases of the problem as those
their arguments in the spirit of
phases may be presented for their con- listen to

materially lessened, the advantages o
electricity for beat, light and small powe
purposes brought within the reach o

that the economic wisdom

stake,

of

principle and policy of
ow nership and development of water

opposed

question

whose

reached and

coal

consumer

private

of

welfare

men

tain result that industries would be stimulated and increased, the consumption©

an

But this

fortunes.

larger than partisan politics, larger
personal ambition, larger than the

promises

of the undeveloped wate1
issue
powers in the State a vital public
It is urged that the State should own anc
develop these water powers with tbe cer

utilization

small

political

than

make tbe

communities and individuals now with
out their enjoyment, and all this at si

own

I is

being inaugurated in Maine tc
question of tbe ownership an<3

is

effort

evident that

sideration and review.
If both sides of Ibis
shown to the

people

fair

great iseue

can

be

Maine without

of

concealment or evasion; if its faults
well as its merits can be discussed in good
and the
temper, with fairness, honesty
single purpose to secure and state the
as

facts; the verdict of that people, irrespective of the side
accord, should

with which it may be in
be accepted with equa-

play and with

is but

one

be told

;

1

way in

effectively

There
open mind.
which their story can
and with propriety and
an

the different

that ia

mediums of

through
They
publicity, particularly the press.
intend, therefore, to begin and conduct
of
a
at their own expense
pubcampaign
licity throughout the entire State for the
demonstrate
to
purpose of undertaking
the economic folly, the impracticability
and the absence of real necessity that in
their judgment attends every phase of

Penalties for Income Dodgers Are
Severe—Get Your Return

become

an

accomplished

fact.

As

in arousing
therefore,
sentiment for this principle along familiar lines, some of its advocates have
already asked the public to believe that

an

incident,

nimity by all concerned

dence that the sober

additional evi-

as

sense

of the State

can

on time are subject
to
penalties, as follows:
For making false or fraudulent
turn, not exceeding $2,000 or uot
ceeding one year's Imprisonment,

turns

Ln

By Wsllace

UNION WATER POWER COMPANY,

H.

White. Treasurer.

ex
or

COUNTY NEWS

j*3

_

j

now

commercial

Duimni 10

specialties between the acts were a reading by .Philip Martin and singing by

czpinn.
:

j

;

:

;

1

held

Get All the War and Other News
First in the Bangor Daily News

last

ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND $1.00 FOR SAME.

an

operation at Paine’s hospital.
ina Jordan, Lettie Smith, Pearl
Clay, Helen Kidder and F. V. Griffith have
Misses

returned
sumed

from

teaching

Msrch 25.

their vacations, and
in the schools.

re-

1918.

j

I

not

file returns unless they

ing $2,000

or

need

are

earn-

Earle Coaton baa moved bia family to
WftKbburn.

more.

Mr*. Andrew Wall* i* visiting ber aunt,
Mr*. George Eddy.

"This Is as much a national obllga
as the reporting for duty of s man
drafted for service with the colors,”
says D. C. Roper, commissioner of In“As It stands, It Is
ternal revenue.
much a matter of the man or woman’s own consilience. It is for him
or for her to determine Just how far
he Is liable to the tax. He must figure
his own Income and If It reaches the
figures named In the law must make
faithful report upon It to the proper
tlon

Eye Comfort Means Efficiency

properly selected glasses. If you have
to lean close to the desk, if yon have
headaehes and twitching eyelids you

Fanny Leighton

Mm.

has received

news

France of her

son

Mr.

Mrs.

and
in

Walter Donnell «pent

Franklin with Mr.

Donnell’s

parents.
A reception will be given Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Martin at the chapel Friday even-

ing, March 2D.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Jettison and children of Sorrento were recent guests of
Mm. C. G. Small.
Etta Hammond will lead the Easier

Mrs

Sunday

service

There

evening, March 31.

will be

special music.
Mrs. Grace Sargent and children. who
has spent the winter at Tuok Pond, are
visiting Mrs. W. M. Pettee.
Mr.

and

Frances
friends

in

Mrs.

E.

C.

Hanna and

Mi»

Atwater

spent

Sunday with

Prospect

Harbor.

Miss Atwater

remained for the Easter vacation.

apt. E. E. Bragdon HDd Mrs. Brtgdon.
spent the winter in Florida
with their eldest son Kenneth, are nowr
in Waltham, Mass., where they are visiti

who have

ing their

daughter,

Bartlett.

George

Mrs.

Phcebe.

March 25.

ORLAND.

Thompson

Leach is

quite

ill.

chapter, O. E. 8., beta
regular meeting March 21.
Riverside

During February

not

marriage was reported
town; the only like

a

it*

death, birth

or

for record

in

this

occurrence

in

the

twenty years of service by the present
tow n clerk, E. O. Sugden.
Nat. E. Ames, a student at Bucksport
seminary, several weeks ago
left arm while taking pari in

injured

his

game of
basket-ball. For weeks he bas been unable to attend school, and at this time his
i*econdition is not greatly improved.
a

sid«* the

|

distressing illness, the disappointment is considerable, as he expected
to graduate in June, and then enlist in
the navy. March 23 he received a postcard shower from classmates and friends.
A.
March 25.
HULL'S COVE.
Little Beatrice Engman bas been quite
ill the past few days.
George Nickerson was a business visitor
in Mt. Desert last week.
Miss

Additon of Dexter arrived 8atur-

Dodge left to-day for Dexter, day to teach the grammar grade* during
employment.
the spring term.
Schools opened for the spring term
Mrs. Effle Hinckley, who bas lived »n
Monday morning, with the same teachers. Bar Harber the
and a half, bas
James

where he has

Earle PiDkham returned last week from
where he ha* been visit-

Cranberry Island
ing his aunt.

There will be a basket-ball game tonight between the Cherry field boys and
Beal Harbor at the Neighborhood ball. A

"This tax Is distinctly a war measure and will be In effect during the
war.

dance will loliow.

“This Is s people's tax—It reaches
right down Into the pockets of the
mall wage earner. It makes him a
partner in the Job of winning the
war.”

March

p.

26._
SURRY.

Howard Jelliaon ia ill of pneumonia.
Mias Lizzie Gray has gone to Brooklin
to teach.

Writes to 204 Fighters.
Persia Campbell returned to ber home
Seattle, Wash.—Miss L. 8. Dyer of
Hat unlay.
thU city, since April fi has written
David Kayes, enrolled in the merchant
more than BOO personal letters to solEDW. H. BAKER, Eyesight Specialist diers. Miss Dyer says she has 204 men marine, left for Boston Thursday.
on her list.
Mr*. Howe Higgins la visiting ber
66 Oak St, Ellsworth, Me.
mother, Mrs. Waiter Kane.
Apr. l to Oct. 1.
need glasses at once.
Come and have
your eyes examined for the right kind
in the right way.

1

March 26.

past year

moved into her house here

tor the sum-

mer.

Keexar of Salisbury Cove has
f place here owned by Mr.
Power* of Bar Harbor, and will move bis
David

Marshall and children of
Harbor
Southwest
are
visiting ber
brother, El bridge Bagley.
Mrs. Maurice

authority.

in any kind of work. The man suffering from eye strain Is never as efficient
as he whose eyes are
strengthened by

News for three months to

ADDRESS

school

Neighborhood house

Friday night.

went

FILL THIS OUT

NAME

the

Mias Elisabeth Manchester recently refrom Bangor, where she under-

81-00 FOR THREE MONTHS

Bangor Daily

dance at

turned

The Bangor Daily News is making a special offer to new subscribers,
first 3 months for $1.00. Any person clipping out the enclosed coupon
and sending us, enclosing$1.00, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the
first 3 months to any address.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and
Central Maine, first to reach the morning field, full Associated Press
reports. All towns In Eastern, Northern and Central Maine fully represented by regular Correspondents.
After the first 3 months the
paper is sold at 50 cents a month.

Please send the

a

men

Went

Mrs. Olive Martin, who has been in
poor health, is much improved.
The next meeting of the Wednesday
club will be at Mm. Sarah Bartlett’s.

Thursday

—

Married

at

Orman.

jjg

single
accordingly.

teaching

is

of the safe arrival in

j

turn

Miss Villa Orcutt
Goulds boro.

—

days at his home in Mapleton.
Tbe junior clsss of Gilman high

ASHVLLLF.

j

j

—

Une Ashe.

March 25.

j

jy#

JU

Milton Hanna.

,

Asparagus

Mc.^

has

Mrs. William Moore have
gone

Mr. and

Especially

jU

Augusta,

iu

home to

COUNTY NHWSII

fjl

N. B.

who

gone to Waterville to spend the
"The government at Washington Is
Easier vacation with Miss Agne*
Holt
some things that startle us bewho is attending Coburn classical
inaticause' we do not have a proper undertute.
standing of what Its program Is. Much
has heen said about stopping the auto- I
JUNIOR CLASH PLAY.
mobiles. This Is all nonsense. The!
K. of P. hall was filled
Thursday evengovernment Is going to lsy Its heavy
ing, when the four-act drama, “Unde
bnnd on the nonessentlal Industries, Kube.” was
presented by the Junior cli*
but the rubber business and the anto- j of the
high school, in a manner which remobile business are not In that class. flected
|rnucb credit on the young people
are
essential
Industries.
They
and Miss Allen who coached them.
The
Motors Wanted for War.
cast was as follows:
“Just because In England and France Reuben Rodney, A
justice of the peace.
the use of automobiles had to be i
Rupert Stratton
checked It does not follow that we Deacon Senatlley. a smooth old villain,
have parallel conditions here.
Yon j
Raymond Orcott
must remember that In England and ; Mark, bia son. Carl |Blaiad«n
France they are dealing not with 29- Gordon Gray, an artist.Morton Havey
Upson Asterbilt, ag.Vew York swell,
cent gasoline, bnt with $1 and $1.25
Milton Hanna
and
that
over
there
the
man
gasoline,
Ike. the hired man,.Shirley demon*
Is
almost
to
the
last Bub Green, a young rustic.Hugh Fetter
exhausted,
power
man.
They have to get every man Bill Tappan. a constable.Shirley Tracy
available, even from the essential In- Millicent Lee. the pretty school marm
Marjorie Springer
dustries. on the battle front.
They j
want the automobiles to run for gov- ; Mrs Maria Bunn, a charming widow,
Gertrude Bunker
emment purposes.
When 1 was there
Tags, a waif from New York.Daisy Milne
In 1915, they were already "booing’ i
Music for the evening wan furnished by
civilian automobiles along the atreeta j
Noyes’ orchestra of four pieces. The
of London.

For failing to make return on time,
less than $20 nor more than II,000, and. In addition, 50 per ceut of
the amount of tax due.

ore

Woodstock,

doing

not

men

H. Havey have
tn,,VM
Pond.

Prospect Harbor, after spending
two months with their
daughter, Mrs. H
Commenting on the use of the auto- H. Ili.ry.
mobile in war times, the president of a
Mrs. H. A. Holt and daughter
Katherine
i have
Inrge tire and rubber concern sa.vs:

both, ln the discretion of the court,
and, in addition, 190 per cent, of the
tax evaded.

revenue

Havey

M.

has spent
the
returned home,
There will be an Easter concert at
the
church Sunday evening, March
31, under
the direction of Mrs. E. B. My torn.

Business to Expand.

re-

“But we are not going to got to that
(Signed)
“
point In this country. Here we have a
ANDROSCOGGIN RESERVOIR COMPANY,
(Signed)
tremendous area, and a great amount
you failed to get In touch with the
ST. CROIX PAPER COMPANY, By Arthur L. Hobson, Treasurer.
(Signed)
The
of transportation Is necessary.
which visited your sec!Ion It la
deputy
Treasurer.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO., By W. 8. Wyman,
(Signed)
not too late to get advice.
Consult railroads cannot carry It. The autoANDROSCOGGIN MILLS, By P. Y. DeNormandie, Tressurer,
(Signed)
your postmaster its to where the near- mobile fits In for the direct purpose of
the war to a greater extent than we
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY, By Philip T. Dodge, President.
est deputy Is now.
Get your blank
(Signed)
form, study the directions and the re- have yet discovered. The commercial
ANDROSCOGGIN ELECTRIC CO.. By William T. Cobb, President.
(Signed)
quirements as shown thereon and end of the business will expand treHILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
By H. B. Richardson, Treasurer.
(Signed)
make your return without fall If your mendonsly. More commercial cars will
LEWISTON BLEACHERY A DYE WORKS,
(Signed)
be made than we have ever dreamed
Income was sufficient to come within
PEPERELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, By William Amory, Treasurer
of. The Joy riders will be clipped ofT,
the bounds named in the law.
(Signed)
but that does not mean that the man
BATES MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
It Is pointed out by Commissioner
By H. DeF. Lockwood, Treasurer.
(Signed)
who takes his fnmlly out for a ride on
'•
that
It
Is
the
I’.oper
that
EDWARDS
MANUFACTURING
Important
(Signed)
COMPANY,
people comply with the federal laws Sunday or holiday to get a readjustment from the tension of the week will
as fully as they are complying wllh
be criticized.
the drafts for men and the conservadown at the Point and hauled here for
Tire Industry Essential.
tion of foods and fuel. “The war must
erection.
be paid for," says Commissioner Koper.
“On the contrary. It Is the rational
March 25.
Crumbs.
“Congress has as much right to con- things that ought to be done. The line
WEST GOl LDSBORO.
BLUEHILL FALLS.
script a Just portion of Income as It of demarcation can never be drawn
FAST JLAMOINE.
Mrs. E. S. Wood was a guest of Mrs.
Charles Dodge is carpentering on Long
has to conscript our boys
The tax
very clearly, but It will not be drawn
Eunice Tracy Thursday.
Mrs. Dyer Young is quite poorly.
Island.
for 1917 Is designed to reach moder- so arbitrarily that a man will be critiMrs. Belinda Noonan of Prospect Harbor ! ate as well as large Incomes, so that
Florence Ashmore visited friends in
Miss Tucker of Bluehill was the guest
cized for taking his family out for a
Ellsworth last week.
is with her sister, Mrs. D. A. Tracy.
of Dorothy Chatto Sunday.
all persons who are In financial posiride, as Is the case In England. A great
tion to bear a portion of the heavy
H. L. Smith has recently purchased a
Mrs. N. S. Kingsley was a guest of Mrs.
Mrs. Hazel Conary and two children
many of the cars now running will take
from
A. B. Holt in South Gouidsboro last week.
Millinocket are guests of A. K. 1918 Ford touring car.
government expenses can be assessed off their touring bodies, and put on
in proportion to their ability to pay.
! other bodies to work economically for
Conary and wife.
Arthur Harnor and Walter West have
Miss Eliza Whitten is visiting Capt. and
'The man who is barely making a war purposes. Tires will be used right
been examined and accepted for the navy.
Mrs. Eugene Sargent in South GouidsAllen & Sons have a fifty-horse power
along, more and more every year, no
living or barely supporting a family
gasolene engine at the landing aw aiting
Jasper Bradgon, who is employed here, boro.
is not affected by the 1917 law.
Hut matter what happens. The tire Industo cross Long Island, where it will be
went to Bangor Saturday to be examined
Mr. and Mra. S. G. Wood were guests of
the man who Is able to bear a share try Is essential and It Is going on, notfor the army.
installed for sawing lumber.
Luther Smith and wife of Steuben last
of the burden has been reached by
withstanding the production of autoMiss Ruth Fields of Ellsworth, who has
Tuesday.
Mrs. Eiizebath Quay of New York has
the new law. and he should accept his mobiles may be cut. We are going to
been visiting Mrs. H. L. Smith, has reThe first automobile for tbe season was
rented tne McCreat place for the coming turned home.
responsibility |u the same patriotic tlnd that we must work more as a
out Monday
morning, wbeu L. W. Sarsummer.
She has bad her garage taken
Mar. 26.
N.
whole, for the one thlug, the plan of
spirit that our young men have shown
gent started for Ellsworth.
In offering themselves for this great
the government."
E. H. Sargent, Liu wood Sargent and
cttJdcTtismuntB.
purpose of the cifiintry to make the
Miss M in me Sargent attended the funeral
world safe for people of all kinds to
MISFIRING AT SLOW SPEEDS
of Shirley Sargent in Ellsworth.
live In and to govern themselvea."
is
This
tax
Is
one
extended to Ralph Sargent
which recognizes
Sympathy
Common Cause of Complaint With
and family of Ellsworth in tbe loss of
women as on an equal basis with men.
Usual Carburetor System—Go Over
their oldest son, Shirley, who died last
The unmarried woman or the married
Ignition Carefully.
with
a
woman
must
make
tax
salary
Saturday.
return Just the same as any man. Only
F. T. Wood will begin operations in his
Poor engine operation at low car
the woman supporting her mother or
mill here this week. Mr. and Mrs. Irving
speeds 1* a common complaint with the
Rollins of Franklin w ill have charge of other members of her family may take ! usual carburetor system. Often an air
out
$11,000
exemption
the boarding bouse.
I leak throws out the carburetor adjustuuuer uie law me ueaa or me iami1 ment so that an Insufficient amount of
Allen S. Kingsley, who has spent the
is
tlie
one
whose
I
Grown for Us—
conly
earning power
I fuel Is fed.
winter here, left Friday for Bar Harbor to
Wide plug gaps with a
tributes
to
the
family's support
1
® Perfection in Canned
resume his duties with the Clark Coal Co.
magneto with weak magnets is a coma
widow
with
small
chilSimilarly
Can hardly be distinguished from
Mrs. Kingsley will go later.
bination which may give this trouble.
dren to support can take out $2,000
“fresh from the garden.'*
With a battery system In use the IgniMiss Pauline S. Kingsley closed her
exemption and $200 additional exempSUPERB
A
is
not
the
little
a!
Asparagus
tips,
tion may be neglected at first and the
school at Bunker’s Harbor last Friday,
tion for each of her children under
«*d»—but the rich, delicious, fully matured tasty
and w ill enjoy a two weeks’ vacation with
eighteen. Thus It Is Intended that cartiureilon attended to, but this dona
her mother, Mrs. Mary E. Kingsley.
the law shall work no hardship to wo- 1 tfie ignition should be gone over care—ALL THAT'S GOOD
!
March 26.
L.
men having to struggle to get along.
fully.—Motor.
\
Really friend you do not know asparagus at its
JV
each must file return If her InBut
best until you’ve tried SUPERB A.
f
J
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
come Is $1,000.
Asparagus is only one of the Famous SUPERBA t
Instinct.
A mail whose wife dies and who Is
The spring term of tbe schools began
Canned Goods, Teas and Coffees that your
Mrs. Van Speederly (gazing at her
left with small chlldreh to support
dealer carries.
fi
to-day.
JV y
wonder what alls It?
upon a moderate income may also take crying Infant)—I
John C. Dane spent a part of last week
full exemption under the new tax law If It was an automobile I could tell in
in Bangor.
and also claim $200 exemption for a minute, but babies are so different.
Mr. and Mrs. Rae Graves visited in Seal
each of his children under eighteen.
Harbor on Sunday.
BEAL HARBOR.
The widower under the law is a
Edward Campbell ia iti.
J. Frank Carter recently spent s few
man
and must make tax reUNION ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY,

Dwight

Ida Gordon,

.Mrs.

Motor Car Fit* In for Direct Purpose
of War to Greater Extent Than
We Have Yet Discovered—

se-

•a*"

Penrose MacKinnon returned
Fri-

from

winter

vere

tie internal

day

RAILROADS TO BE ASSISTED

completing tlielr tour of the country,
during which they were in touch with
the people of every city and town. If

**

and

Mr. and Mra.

Mrs.

1

(Signed)

Doardman

Monday in Ellsworth.
home from Tunk

April 1, 1918, is the final day allowed under the federal Income lux
law for the filing of federal Income
tax returns.
1‘ersous who are required to file returns under the provisions
of law and who fall to get their re-

for

P. Havey baa moved bia fatnilv
from Tunic Pond.
A.

Adaptation to War’s Needs
Brings Changes in Industry.

in if You Are Liable,

NEWS

WBBT SULLIVAN.
**r*
Uordon left Monday
Antonio, Tvxaa.

FOR AUTOMOBILE

If on account of Illness or absence
from home you are unable to render
your return within the time prescribed
be safely trusted to protect and foster its the plan to commit the Stale of Maine to
by law you may obtain an extension
the unwise and dangerous policy of purfuture and commercial destiny.
of 30 days if a request therefor Is filed
The signers of this public announce- chasing and developing the w*ater powers
with the collector of your district beThe argument in the
the corporations now owniDg the water ment are owners both of developed and within its borders.
fore the due date of the return.
In
in Maine. case as they see it, ia not confined to one
water
of
tbe
are
powers
retarding
undeveloped
progress
powers
tbla request you must state the reaan equal solicitude and
Maine for selfish and mercenary reasons They have had faith in Mainland in the side, and having
son
why the return cannot be filed
eonoeiv© to be the
alone, and that those individuals who opportunities offered here for the success- regard for what they
within the time prescribed by law.
of legitimate
condemn or even ful conduct
enterprise. true welfare of Maine, they propose to
ventured
to
have
Collectors of Internal revenue are
and defend their own views
question the policy of State ownership They have built up large industries, have advance
not authorised to grant extensions of
created in some sections flourishing comupon this subject with every decent and.
are wilfully ignorant or improperly inmore than 30 days, but the commisfluenced. And it may be said with equal munities, have contributed in no small legitimate resource at their command.
sioner of Internal revenue has authorThe services of Mr. William M. Pennell
truth that others of its advocates have measure to local and state-wide indusity to grant a reasonable extension
invited the criticism that their readiness trial activity and prosperity and to accom- of Portland have been secured to conduct
beyond 30 days In meritorious cases.
to endorse and support the movement plish these things have raised much capital the campaign herein outlined, and he will
an
extension of more
; If you desire
here at home, and have brought much have direct charge of placing the facts
is actuated wholly by tbe belief that
than 30 days your request should be
such a course will best promote their there from outside of the State. They are before the public.
addressed to the commissioner and
should contain a detailed statement
covering the reasons which make it
RUM FORD FALLS POWER COMPANY, By Hugh J. Chisholm, President.
(Signed)
impossible for you to file your return
OXFORD PAPER COMPANY, By Hugh J. Chisholm, President.
(Signed)
on or before April 1.
President.
PAPER
Gsrret
NORTHERN
Sehenek,
GREAT
COMPANY,
By
(Signed)
can

COUNTY

NEW USES FOUND

APRIL 1 LAST DAY
FOR FEDERAL RETURNS

L.

rented

family

the

here at

once.

ANKK.

March 26.
WEPT BURRY.

Mrs. Susie iWillin* spent last *«*>* »fl
Bucksport with her son Frank.
Friends of Herbert Co nary of Orland
are

sorry to hear

of his illness.

Frank Trundy of North Orland visited
bis fatherjB. W. Trundy, last week.
Mies Ethel Soper, who recently csme
Mrs.
fromJBangor, is working for
Hittie Pickering.
borne

Mr. and Mrs.lOuy Carlisle art, receiving
birth oi e (laugh;er, born March 9.
U
Much 26.

congratulations onfthe

